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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1974-75

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
January 30, 1975

TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

February Meeting of the University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, February 11, at 3: 00 .E.•.!!!• in the Ki va.
?P· 1-3) 1.
2.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of December 1 0 .
(Minutes attached.)
Memorial Minute for Professor Alvin Howard -- Pro fessor
Doxtator.
?ro"te<&~1:>r C.,v-i r \ e~

Tu.da.'vi - -

')_a,

\'(\ e-'0'\1:>n-a.\

3.

Replacements on standing committees -- Professor Th orson
for the Policy Cormnittee.

4.

Nomination of 2 replacement alternates to Academic
Freedom and Tenure cormnittee.

rn \Yl '-1.°te.

b<"

o e sso

\-\ o

?P• S-6) 5.

Proposal for Revised Freshman Admission Requirements
Dean Weaver for the Entrance and Credits Cormnittee.
(Statement attached.)

?• 7 -24) 6.

Annual Report of the Athletic council -- Professor Parker.
(Statement attached.)

P· 25 -27) 7.

Proposal for Santa Fe Graduate Center -- Dean Spolsky.
(Statement attached.)

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

February 4, 1975

To:
From:
Subject:

y Meeting Agenda

There are two important omissions from the published agenda
of the February 11 faculty meeting:

,.e.

1.

~b . 2.

Recommendation of Semester I, 1974-75, candidates for
degrees--the deans of the several schools and colleges.
Nominations for honorary degrees at the 1975 Commencement-Professor Schmidt for the Graduate committee
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THE UNI VE RSI TY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
February 11, 1975
(Si.munarized Minutes)
The February 11, 1975, meeting of the University faculty, held in
the Kiva, was called to order by President Heady at 3:07 p.m.,
with a quorum present.
Two corrections were noted in the summarized minutes of the meeting
of December 10:
in the seventh line of the third paragraph of
page 2, "non-removal" should be "non-renewal"; and in the thirteenth
line of the same paragraph, "procedure" should be "procedures. 11 With
these corrections, the minutes were approved without formal action.
Memorial minutes for Professor Alvin Howard and Professor Emeritus
°:arles Judah were presented by Professors Doxtator and H9yt, respectively.
In rising votes the Faculty adopted the minutes and asked
the Secretary to send copies to the next of kin.

By recommendation of Professor Schmidt, chairman of the Graduate
Committee's Subcommittee on Honorary Degrees, the Faculty approved
the following nominations for the honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane Letters at the May 18 Commencement Exercises: Peter Hurd,
artist; and Natachee Scott Momaday, teacher, poet, and writer.
Professor Schmidt urged that the names be held in strict confidence
until the nominees' acceptance of the President's invitation.
Recommendations of candidates for degrees for Semester I, 1974-75,
were presented by the deans of the respective colleges. Upon motion
Associate Dean Dittmer, the Faculty voted to recommend the several
lists of candidates (as corrected for the College of Education list)
to the Regents for the awarding of the respective degrees.

br

Professor Thorson, for the Policy Committee's Subcommittee on
C~mmittees, recommended the following replacements on standing committees for the balance of the 1974-75 academic year: on the Graduate Committee, Professors James Findley and Lothar Winter to replace
Professors Loren Potter and Daniel Slate, respectively; on the Entrance and credits committee, Professor William Gafford to replace
Professor Milton Garrett; on the Library Committee, Professor
Entr~nger to replace Professor James Fi~lef; an~ on the Speakers'
Committee, Professors Robert Dick and William Zimmer to replace
Pro~essors Beverly Vogel and John Batcheller, respectively. These
nominations were approved.
Professor Cohen said that there are currently two vacancies on the
Academic Freedom and Tenure committee as the result of members being

03S2
-2on leave. He said that it is customary to elevate the alternate who
recei ved the highest number of votes to regular membership--in this
case, Professor Prouse--but that this would still leave two vacancies
among the alternates. Noting that a full complement of members is
needed on the Committee, he asked if it might be permissible to nominate and elect two alternates today, and this permission was granted.
In the resultant election, Professors Anderson (Architecture) and
Estes (Health, Physical Education, and Recreation) were chosen to
serve as alternates for the balance of the school year.
Dean Weaver, on behalf of the Entrance and Credits Cornmittee, recommended approval of the re-institution, effective with the 1977 fall
semester, of subject matter admission requirements as reflected in
a statement included in the agenda materials. An amendment introduced by Professor Ulibarri, on behalf of the Department of Modern
and Classical Languages, and as changed in several respects as the
result of suggestions from Professor Hoyt, was then approved by a
vote of 81 to 54. Referring to page 5 in the agenda materials,
the amendment resulted in the following changes: In line 6 of the
paragraph headed "Subject Matter Requirements," "9 units" becomes
"11 units"; after the section headed "Mathematics," the following
new section was inserted--"Languages other t,.h an English - 2 uni ts
of a single language"; at the bottom of the page, "The remaining
4 units" becomes "The remaining 2 units," and the sentence beginning
"Not more than 2 units •.• " is deleted. And on page 6, 6 lines from
the top, the sentence beginning "The 2 or more additional units .....
was deleted. The following additional change in Dean Weaver's proposal was suggested by Professor Steger and accepted by Dean Weaver:
The second and third paragraphs of the section on page 5 relative
to Mathematics are changed to read as follows:
"A student intending
t~ study mathematics, physics, engineering, or architecture will
find it necessary, in order to complete his prescribed curriculum
without loss of time, to have completed at least two units of
algebra, one unit of geometry, and one-half unit of trigonometry
or higher mathematics. Students planning to enter the fields of
pharmacy, pre-medicine, pre-dentistry, nursing, biology, chemistry,
geology, psychology, economics, political science, sociology, or
business administration are advised to include in their preparation
at least two units of algebra and one unit of geometry."
A motion by Professor Casso to refer the entire matter to the
Entrance and Credits committee with instructions to bring it back
to the Faculty at the next meeting was defeated by a vote of 65 to
68.
(NOTE: Professor Casso's complete motion was as follows:
"1. The Faculty postpone its decision for changing existing entrance requirements.
2. The Faculty.instruct the UNM Commi~tee ~n
Entrance and credits to reconcile their proposed recommendation with
the educational, sociological, economic and pol~tical impact.on t~e
students of the state. 3. The Cornmittee work in collaboration with
the legislatively created commission on Post Secondary Education of
the B.E.F., the State Department of ~ublic Instruction, ~he ~ther
colleges and ' universities of New Mexico and the school districts of
the state. 4. The findings of this committee be presented ~o th~
UNM Faculty at the next meeting, which data the Faculty consider in

-3its deliberations toward adopting appropriate policy changes on
entrance requirements for incoming freshmen seeking admission into
UNM. 11 A motion by Dean McRae to submit the matter to a mail referendum because of its general importance was then approved, 65 to 63,
but on a recount was defeated by a vote of 64 to 70. On a call for
the previous question, the Faculty then voted on the main motion-the Weaver motion as arnended--but because of a challenge concerning
the validity of certain votes, a motion to adjourn was introduced
before the vote was announced. Since it was the ruling of the
parliamentarian that the motion to adjourn took precedence over all
other matters, the President ruled that the motion to adjourn was
in order. The President's ruling being challenged, a vote resulted
in a tie, thus upholding the chair. The motion to adjourn was then
approved by a vote of 62 to 55.
The meeting adjourned at 5:32 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
February 11, 1975
The February 11, 1975, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at 3:07
p.m., with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY

Will the meeting please come to

order.
The first thing that we need to consider at this
meeting is the order of the agenda. You were sent a
communication on January 30th by the secretary, with
seven agenda items listed, and then on February 4th an
addendum to the agenda, which lists two other important
matters that need to be taken care of at this meeting.
And I would like to suggest an order for inserting
those two into the agenda, and see if there is any objection
to that order.
If there is, then, we will have to have a
decision and a vote on what order to follow.
What I would suggest, that we take up items one and
two, and in connection with number two, in addition to the
memorial minute for Professor Howard, there is also a
memorial minute for Professor Judah, and I would suggest
we take that up as two-A.
Then, as item two-B, the matter
of honorary degrees, and I am asking for that to be put
there because Professor Schmidt, who is making the report
on that, has another commitment and will have to leave
relatively early in the meeting.
Then, as two-C, the recommendations for candidates
for degrees for semester one, and then we would pick up
item three, four, five, six, and seven.
The main carry-over item is number five, which has
been carried over from the November meeting to the December
meeting to this meeting, and the report of the Athletic
Council has also been carried over for at least one meeting.
So I hope we can get to those items.
But I think these earlier items, I hope, hopefully,
those earlier items will not take an extensive period of
time.
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Is there any objection to that proposed order for
the agenda? If not, we will proceed on that basis.
I also have been asked by the secretary to remind
you that the deadline for receipt of ballots on the -- in
the mail referendum for the senate proposal is tomorrow at
the end of the business day, five p.m. tomorrow. So if any
of you have not voted and want to vote, tomorrow is the
last day, and given the campus mail facilities, I would
suggest if you haven't voted and want to record a vote,
you should deliver that to the secretary's office tomorrow.
First item is approval of the summarized minutes.
They were distributed. There is one correction that needs
to be made on page two in the second full paragraph about
two-thirds of the way down the page. It's the third -seventh line in that paragraph, the word "nonremoval"
should be "nonrenewal." So that is a correction to be
made.

Appoval of
Minutes of
DecemberlO

Are there any other corrections or additions?
Professor Hoyt.
PROFESSOR HOYT
I believe there is one other very
small one in that paragraph. About five lines down it
says, "the following procedure shall be followed:" I
think there should be an "s" on "procedure."
MR. DURRIE

Okay.

HEADY
All right. We will make that correction.
Any other corrections or additions? If not, the minutes
will be accepted as corrected.
Now, I call on Professor Doxtator to present the
memorial minute for Professor Alvin Howard.
PROFESSOR DOXTATOR
Mr. President, Members of the
University of New Mexico faculty:
Thursday , January 9th, 1975, two airplanes collided
in mid-air over a school north of the Los Angeles area in
the State of California. In the aftermath, it was clear
that two Albuquerqueans had been victims of t he crash,
Doctor Alvin Wendell (Bud) Howard, Professor of Secondary
Education, the university of New Mexico, and his wife,

Memorial
Minute for
Professor
Howard
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Doctor Joan Howard, Evaluator for the Albuquerque Public
Schools.
It is deemed fitting in the Memorial to
Bud Howard that mention be made of Doctor Joan Howard
for though she was not a member of the University of
New Mexico faculty, she was an alumna. Additionally, the
circumstances underlying our memorial expression today for
Bud Howard suggest the need to make the brief reference
which has been made to Mrs. Howard.
Alvin Wendell Howard was born April 12th , 1922.
He was the son of Arthur H. and Ruth V. Howard, both
currently living in Bellingham, Washington. Bud was
educated formally in the northwestern portion of the
United States, completing the requirements for his high
school diploma in Bellingham, Washington, in 1939; the
requ irements for his Bachelor of Arts Degree in the
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, in 1943,
majoring in Business Administration; the requirements for
a Bachelor of Education Degree in Western Washington
State College, Bellingham, Washington, in 1949; the
requirements for his Master of Education Degree in Western
Washington in 1953; and the requirements for his Education
Specialist and Doctor of Education Degrees in the University
of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, in 1966. During the 1943 to
1966 period, he was a sixth grade teacher, a junior high
school teacher, a counselor and activities director, a
junior high school principal, a supervisor of student
teachers, a supervisor of intern teach ers and a University
instructor.
In addition to this variety of professional
experience, Bud had had some business experience, helping
his father in the family store.
Bud joined the University of New Mexico faculty in
the fall of 1966 as an assistant professor of Secondary
Education.
By the beginning of the school year 1973-74
at U.N.M., he had already moved to the rank of associate
professor and then of full professor, had been administrative assistant to two deans and two acting deans, acting
chairman, Department of Secondary Education, and had been
elected by the New Mexico State Committee to be state
chairman of the North Central Association, State of
New Mexico.
Bud was co-author of two textbooks about the
Middle School and author of another book on the same
subject. Numerous articles of his were published in
£learing House Magazine, Education Digest,
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The North Central Quarterly, Educational Leadership,
Today's Education, Journal of Transescence, and
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary
School Principals.
He was as capable and knowledgeable
in discussing a matter of school law of school finance,
related to the work of a teacher or p rincipal, as he was
capable and knowledgeable in discussing mail-order
diplomas and degrees, or the rigidities of perception of
a teacher or administrator which resulted in less learning
possibilities for students.
Above all, he was one of th e
nation's leading authorities on the Middle School movement.
Some o f us thought that rapidly he was becoming the number
one authority with respect to that movement nationally,
with his next contribution to have been made explicitly
on the international scene.
Bud was a delightful human being.
His hearty
laugh, a new joke to be told, his enthusiasm about his
next project, the latest development on his home site,
whether it was the completion of a chicken house, or a
cement-lined pool for bass and trout, discussion of an
idea in a book which he had read recently, all were very
valuable parts of him.
He had a tremendous number of
friends and was liked by a tremendous number of persons.
He drew graduate students to him in large numbers.
They
sought him out. They wanted him to be their advisor,
their chairperson of Committee on Studies and chairperson
of the Dissertation Committee. They wanted to talk ideas
with him -- and practicalities.
He had a knack of
pointing out to a person a strength in that person, something upon which to build. He was modest in comment
about his own strengths. He delighted in a spoof upon
himself.
He was warm, alive, and reached out in all
directions to experience -- and to be. He communicated
that to others. What a dual richness that was, to
develop self fully and to contribute fully to others.
And as time passes, Bud's contributions to teachers
and administrators will be seen as spiraling through
human beings to other human beings. Those whom he taught
will teach others. And so a wealth of influence can be
said to live. What a fortune that is!
Mr. President, I move that this resolution be
approved by the faculty of the University of New Mexico
and that a copy of the resolution be sent by the secretary
of the University to Mr. John Howard, Doctor Alvin Howard 's
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oldest son, and to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Howard, parents
of Bud Howard.
HEADY
Thank you.
motion by a rising vote?

May I ask you to adopt this

(The body stood in a rising vote.)
HEADY
I would like to ask Professor Ed Hoyt to
present the memorial minute for Professor Charles Judah.
HOYT
Charles Burnet Judah died at his home in
Albuquerque on February 3rd, 1975. He was seventy-three
years old.
He came to the University of New Mexico in
1947 as professor of government (later political science)
and remained an our faculty until 1968, several times
serving as acting department chairman, and after his
retirement from our faculty he continued his active
teaching career, until 1972, at Texas Arts and Industries
University in Kingsville, Texas.

Memorial Minute
for Professor
Emeritus
Charles Judah

Professor Judah was a native of Vincennes, Indiana.
He received the B.A., M.A., and Ph . D. degrees from the
University of Illinois, majoring in English as an undergraduate and receiving both advanced degrees in history.
After a year's teaching at Eastern Illinois State Teachers
College , he came to Las Vegas, New Mexico, in 1931 as
professor and head of the Department of Social Sciences
at New Mexico Highlands University . He remained at
Highlands until 1947, when he came to the University of
New Mexico.
He was a solid scholar and an able writer. His
work on politics included a series of still valuable
monographs and articles on governors of New Mexico, and
on politica l parties, nominating procedures, and
elections in New Mexico. Besides his work on politics,
he retained his early interest in literature and history.
He was the author of two historical novels and was working
on a third before his final illness. As an historian,
besides his doctoral dissertation on North American
~isheries and British Colonial Policy, published in 1933,
he also wrote three later books jointly with George Winston
Smith. These were The Unchosen (a study of unsuccessful
candidates for their parties' presidential nomination),
1962; Life in the North During the Civil War, 1966; and
Chronicles of the Gringoes - The American Army in the
Mexican War, 1968.
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He was a man of great generosity and consideration
for others . Students appreciated his readiness to treat
them as equals. They found him always available for
discussion or friendly advice. His colleagues and former
students remember him with gratitude and affection.
Mr. President, I move that this minute be adopted
by the faculty, and that a copy be sent to Mrs . Judah.
HEADY
May we have a rising vote for this memorial
minute, please.
(The body stood in a rising vote.)
HEADY
We will now turn to the candidates for
honorary degrees, and Professor Schmidt will present
that report on behalf of the Graduate Committee.

Recommendations
for Honorary
Degrees

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
The Honorary Degree Committee
is a subcommittee of the Graduate Committee . Ear ly each
fall it sends out a request for nominations to all you
faculty.
This request goes as well to the Graduate
Student Association , A.A.S.U.N.M., Alumni News and the
Campus News.
Thi$ year in our screening in the Committee we
have selected two people.
I will give their names and
someth ing brief about them, and remind you now and again
when I finish that these names are confidential until
the communication from the President has gone out to them.
Two people that have been selected by the Committee
this year are Natachie Momaday . She ' s an author of
Owl in the Cedar Tree, Big Years, Woodland Prisons. She
has been a teacher and contributor to Indian education
and she is also an artist . She has been some time in
New Mexico and contributed a great deal to the education
and culture of the Indians in New Mexico .
We are nominating her for an Lh . D, a doctor of
human letters.
Second person selected is Peter Hurd . Most of you
know him , many of y o u have seen his canvases. Ile 's an
artist , a member of the Neighborhood Academy of Design.
He's exhibited and has his pictures in permanent
collections in many galleries, museums in the United States,
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and murals in various public buildings.
These two nominations were taken to the Graduate
Committee. The Graduate Committee has approved them, and
I would like to bring them here for your approval from
the Graduate Committee.
The names again, Natachie Momaday and Peter Hurd.
HEADY
You are moving approval by the faculty of
those candidates for honorary degrees?
SCHMIDT
HEADY

So moving.
Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second the motion.

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor please
say "aye"; opposed, "no.
Motion is carried.
11

We will take up next the candidates for degrees
for semester one, 1974-75. Each college -- we did not
distribute lists of all the candidates to all members of
faculty who are here.
The dean or the other representative of each college has a list and I might also mention
that since the sequence of meetings was that the Regents
met a week or so ago, prior to this meeting, that they
have approved this list subject to our approval.
So if there is approval by this faculty that would
approve ratification and legitimation of these candidates.
Dean Dittmer.
DEAN DITTMER

You want a motion for all colleges?

HEADY
Yes, we have been doing this with one
motion recently.
DITTMER
All the individual colleges have approved
their list of candidates for the degrees, and we recommend that they be forwarded to the Regents for t h eir
approval and the awarding of the degrees.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

Candidates for
Degrees,
Semester~, 197475
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037.1.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
I will ask, then, if the representatives
of the various colleges have any changes that they had to
be made in the lists t h at h ave been prepared? Startin g
with Arts and Sciences.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

None in Arts and Sciences.

Business Administrative Science.

None on School of Business
FACULTY MEMBER
Administrative Science .
HEADY

.Education.

FACULTY MEMBER
Yes, on page seven, t h e name o f
Emilda Sanchez Baca needs to be add e d right beh ind
Viola Armstrong. Her major is business education, minor
in Spanish, and her curriculum is business ed .
HEADY

Thank you.

No changes.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Fine Arts.
No change.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Graduate Sch ool.
No change.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

School of Law.

FACULTY MEMBER
were no changes.
HEADY

Dean Hart asked me to relate t here

School of Medicine.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

No changes.

Nursing.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Engineering.

Pharmacy.

No chang es.
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FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

No changes.

University College.

FACULTY MEMBER

No changes.

HEADY Thank you. Then, with the one correction -one addition that has been noted, we are ready to vote on
the motion, if there is no further discussion. Those in
favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." Motion is carried.
Now, we pick up item three on the agenda, replacements on standing committees.
I recognize Professor Thorson for the Policy
Committee.
PROFESSOR THORSON
On behalf of the Policy
Committee, I move the following replacements on faculty
standing committees for the second semester.
On the Graduate Committee, Professor J. Findley,
biology, to replace Professor L. Potter: and Professor
L. Winter of business and administrative sciences to replace
Professor D. Slate of business and administrative sciences.
On the Entrance and Credits Committee, Professor
W. Gafford of mechanical engineering to replace Professor
M. Garrett, formerly of industrial education.
On the Library Committee, Professor R. Entringer
of mathematics to replace Professor J. Finley of physics
and astronomy.
On the Speakers Committee, Professor R. Dick of
speech for Professor B. Vogel of art education, and
Professor w. Zimmer of mathematics for Professor John
Batcheller of music.
I move that on behalf of the Policy Committee.
HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor of the
motion, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." Motion is carried.

Replacements
on Standing
Committees
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ltem four has to do with alternates to the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee, and I would like to recognize
Professor Cohen to give us some background explanation as
to why the Committee asked this item be placed on the
agenda now.
PROFESSOR COHEN
Half of the membership of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee turns over every
year. Nominations are in March and elections are in April.
I mention that only so that there would be no confusion
between that process and what I am going to propose now.
We have two vacancies on the Committee as a result
of members being on sabbatical leave. I would like to
request that this group nominate and vote today on replac e ments for those members. Alternate Prouse, on the basis
of his votes, will become a regular member, and that
leaves two alternates vacant.
There is a sore need for personnel in the face of
present and prospective work loads, and for that reason I
am asking that replacements be made at this time.
HEADY
So if you are agreeable to this suggestion
we would nominate and elect today, two alternates to fill
up those alternates' positions and provide the necessary
personnel power to staff the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee until we go through the process of regular
election for next year.
DORRIE
Mr. President?
HEADY

May I make a couple of comments first,

Yes.

DORRIE
Nominees for the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure must either have tenure or must have
had their decision date passed without adverse notification. Also, according to the policies, there may be no
department chairman or any of those des ignated as
ex officio members of the faculty, deans, vice-presidents,
so on. They are all listed in the constitution.
Another proviso that is in the policy is no one
who ha s served more than two consecutive terms may be
nominated and there is no one in that category.
The
other thi~g you should be aware of is that there may be

....1·
,"

Election to
Freedom and
Tenure
Committee
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no nominations in the departments which are listed here .
There may be only one member or alternate on any given
department, and those departments are anth ropology,
chemistry, economics, psychology, biology, law,
educational foundations, modern classical languages,
physics and astronomy, philosophy, business and
administrative sciences, and theater arts.
In other words, the nominations must come from
departments other than these.
HEADY
If there is no objection, we will proceed
with this process , and first receive nominations that
meet the requirements that have been outlined, and t h en
after we have a list of nominees, we will proceed at
this meeting to c onduct a ballot and I t hink that is
done on a basis of preferential ballots. So we will have
to pass out ballots and ask you to vote on a preferential
nominee, and they will be collected and tallied later.
Professor Estes.
PROFESSOR ESTES

Professor Calvert of pharmacy .

PROFESSOR CALVERT
I respectfully dec line.
HEADY
CALVERT
HEADY
THORSON
HEADY

Tenure decision is not made.

On the grounds o f ineligibility?
Yes.
All right.

Professor Thorson.

I would like to nominate Professor Estes.
Professor Estes .

FACULTY MEMBER
Stahl, pharmacy.
FACULTY MEMBER

I would like to name Professor

Professor Fletcher, of library.

Professor Anderson of the
DEAN ADAMS
Department of Architecture .
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

PROFESSOR HOWARTH

Professor George, Art Department.
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HEADY
THORSON

Professor Thorson.
Professor Davis of the English Departme n t.

HEADY
Any more nominations? All right, I won't
deliberately encourage more because the preferential
ballot system requires that every person casting a ballot
record a vote for each nominee, so the more nominees we
have the more complicated that becomes.
Are there any other nominations? If not, we will
distribute these ballots and ask you to list in your
ord er of preference, one through six.
DURRIE
May I change that? List them, please,
in alphabetical order, and then put your preferenc e with
a number in front of each name.
Now, if we get any ballots back that only hav e
" o ne , two," t h ey are invalidated. A preferential ballot
requir e s a vote on every one of the nominees, so list
them alphabetically and then your preference from one
through six.
HEADY
All right.
You will each have to copy
those names and put a number before each name there.
DURRIE
I will read the names again when the
ballots are out.
HEADY

Professor Cohen.

COHEN
I would like to make one comment to t h e
nominees.
If you are lucky this will not involve very
much work at all.
It's possible, however, you will h ave
to exhibit a considerable block of time to the work on
the Committee.
If you are not prepared to do that, it
would help the cause if you would remove your name from
nomination.
HEADY

Did you have something else?

DURRIE
No, I was going to read -- if y ou couldn ' t
read my writing I was going to repeat the names : Ander so n
is number one, Davis is two, Estes, Fletch er, George, a nd
Proposal from
Stah l.
Entrance and
Credits
Entrance and Credits Committee , it e m fiv e , conunittee for
HEADY
Revision oi:-Freshman
Admi s sion
Requ i r ements
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is the proposal for revised freshman admission requiremen ts.
A statement on this was attached to the call to this
meeting, and I think two previous meetings as well, in
the form of a memorandum dated October 21st, to the
University Faculty from the chairman on Committee on
Entrance and Credits.
I will recognize Dean Weaver who is chairman of
that Committee, to present this matter to the faculty.
DEAN WEAVER
On behalf of the Committee on
Entrance and Credits, I would like to move the adoption
of the recommendation.
If I hear a second, then, I would
like to make a few prefacing comments.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Seconded.

It's been moved and seconded .

WEAVER
First of all, I want to talk about some
items that are not included in this recommendation, or
at least some false issues that have been raised, and
basically, this has to do with the A.C.T., or American
College Test.
There is no provision in our present administration
policy or in the proposed policy, for the adoption of a
minimum level of achievement on the A.C.T .. Under the
proposed policy, if a student and applicant has a "C"
average, two point oh average, graduates from high sch ool
and has the academic subject matter required as in the
proposal, whet er he has an A.C.T. of "one," or an
A.C.T. of "thirty-six" -- that's the range of the test
he will be admitted to the University of New Mexico.
E. and C. spent the early fall reviewing this
matter. A number of other possibilities were offered,
such as instituting a cut-off on the A.C.T., moving the
two point oh to a two five because of grade inflation in
high schools.
But those were rejected as possibilities.
Since the E. and c. action there has been some
departmental concerns stated, one of which is represented
by a handout that ram sure you all have, from t h e
Department of Modern Languages.
Furthermore,

r

have also been contacted by the
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.~ Department representatives, and I know that
Mathematic~
they have an amendment in the offing.
I was also advised
by a few professors from other departments, including
home economics .
I do not know whether there will be any
additional amendments in that regard.
The primary concern here is that five years ago
when the Entrance and Credits Committee brought to this
same faculty the suggestion that subject matter requirements be eliminated, we look upon now as a mistake and
we feel that basically because of what is adequate
appropriation for college, that the revised policy is
needed.
I would also like to point out and reaffirm that
in conversations inside and outside the Committee, from
the very beginning, no thought has been to try to
implement this immediately, if not sooner. Our hope was
to give the high school, the counselors, and the students
at least two years to respond, so that this policy would
really not be implemented, if passed by this body, until
the fall of 1977, and applied to the entering freshman
class of that year.
For informational purposes, too, I would simply
like to note that a few sister institutions in our
region, including New Mexico State, University of
Colorado, Arizona State, University of Arizona, all have
subject matter requirements.
Some are even more stringent
than the ones that we propose.
With that, I would like to throw the recommendation
open for discussion. Other members of the Committee are
also available for comments and answering of questions.
HEADY
Motion before you which has been seconded
is to adopt the recommended revised admission requirements
on pages five and six of the documents transmitted to you,
to be effective with the 1977 fall semester.
Is there discussion?

Professor Ulibarri.

PROFESSOR ULIBARRI
Mr. President, in behalf of
the faculty of the Department of Modern and Classical
Languages, whose unanimous vote I represent, I would like
to amend the proposal for revised freshman admission
requirements now before this faculty, to read as follows:
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"Of these thirteen units, eleven units must
be distributed as follows:
"English

three units.

"Social studies -- two units.
" Natural Sciences -- two units.
"Mathematics -- two units.
"Foreign Languages -- two units of a single
foreign language.
"The remaining two units of the specified
thirteen must be chosen from the following list of
restric ted electives."

ce~s~s I should like to speak to this amendment. The last
.;;sen~ indicates that forty percent of the population
of New Mexico is Spanish -speaking. We believe that fifty
percent is a far more accurate figure.
Seven percent of
the population is Indian-speaking .
It is, therefore, obvious that more than half of
the population of the State of New Mex ico speak a language
other than English as their native language.
This is a
fact of New Mexican life.
If the University of New Mexico requires three or
four units of English for admission to the University, it
follows that it should also require some units in a foreign
language if i t is going to be responsive to New Mexican
reality.
It would appear to be obvious that some academic
exposure to other languages and other cultures is an
imperative for a happy and successful life in this part
of the world.
Such an academic exposure can provide the
essential and open understanding so necessary to the well
being of our state, a
indispensable academic ingredient/
of social, political, and economic success
our coming
generations.
A survey of thirty-three state universities shows
that half of these have a language entrance requirement of
some sort, or strongly recommend such a language. The same

3
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survey shows that those universities with good academic
reputations have a language require~ent of ome sort, such
as Arizona, Colorado, California(
campuses)>
Connecticut, Penn State, Washington, Utah, Texas, Florida,
North Carolina, Wisconsin, Vermont, Massachusetts, Kansas,
and Michigan.
It seems ironic that the most trilingual state in
the union has the least language requirements.
Mr . President, I move that the University of
New Mexico require two units of the same foreign language
for admission if the University decides to go down the
requirement track.
Is there a second to the motion?

HEADY

(Several seconds.)
HEADY
Now, the motion would make changes on page
five of the materials you have been handed out, because
I am not sure that everybody has the dittoed sheet, where
it says, instead of, "Of these thirteen units, nine units
must be distributed as follows:" it would be, "eleven units
must be distributed as f o llows:"
And then it would insert after "Mathematics," "two
units of a single foreign language. 11 And then in the
next paragraph, instead of, "remaining four units," it
would be, "The remaining two units." And then the
sentence, "The two or more additional units may be from
any courses for which credit is granted by the student's
high school," on page six, would be deleted.
Is that correct, Professor Ulibarri?
ULIBARRI

Yes, sir.

HEADY
Is there discussion on this amendment? -and let's try to keep the debate confined to the specifics
of the amendment as much as possible.
Professor Reynoso.
HOYT
HEADY

May I ask a question for information?
Yes.
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HOYT
Did Professor Ulibarri mean to leave in the
last sentence of the last paragraph, Groups A, B, Con
page five? There are only two more units left. That
sentence seems to be meaningless.
HEADY
The sentence you are referring to is the
sentence, "Not more than two units may be chosen from any
one group except for group B"?
ULIBARRI
HEADY

That's correct.
That should be deleted?

ULIBARRI
HEADY

That would be deleted.
Thank you.

Professor Reynoso.
PROFESSOR REYNOSO
Then, the Spanish or Indian,
those are foreign languages, therefore, any suggestions
would be that it be phrased in terms of a language other
than English.
HEADY

Do you have a specific suggestion to make?

REYNOSO
I am sorry, I don't have the wording
before me.
Perhaps Professor Ulibarri can look over that
wording.
ULIBARRI

I will drink to that.

HEADY
If we are going to debate and vote on it,
I would like to know what substitute you want to put for
"foreign." Someone has suggested "modern."
ULIBARRI

"Language other than .English."

HEADY
"Language other than English."
othe r than English"?
ULIBARRI

"Languages

"Languages other than English."

HEADY
Then, it says, "two units of a single
foreign language," so that will be, "a single language
other than English"?
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ULIBARRI

Uh-huh.

HEADY
Well, as I understand it, the maker of the
motion accepts that modification and so we will proceed
with that change.
Is there further discussion?

Professor Howarth .

HOWARTH
I would like to oppose this amendment.
I don't quite -- it seems to me that the rationale for
requiring English, for instance, to this University is
that instruction in this University is carried on in
English, and of all the proposals that proposed requir e ments, this is the only one that makes sense to me.
It certainly is true that -- and I can't see why,
if fifty percent of the population of New Mexico already
speaks Spanish or an Indian language, that anyth ing is
to be gained by requiring them to learn another language .
And I don't see the relevance in this to requiring the
other fifty percent to learn a language.
It certainly is true that there are enormous
cultural advantages in studying the foreign language.
I could make an equally strong case for requiring
physics as a necessary qualification for an educated
person.
I am sure that with little provocation Professor
Murphy could explain to us as he so convincingly does,
the importance of the geognaphy as absolutely fundamental,
as the mathematics representatives could do the same. All
of these things are vitally important .
However, I look around and I see people who are as
incompetent in foreign languages as I am. I see people
whose knowledge of mathematics and the natural sciences
is perhaps a little inadequate.
In all areas I think it
is possible to be an educated person without knowing some
English, social studies, natural sciences and mathematics
and the foreign language.
It is very nice to have to learn a foreign language,
but I think that we are moving -- I oppose the proposal,
the who le requirement proposal, except in the case of
English which seems to be essential for studying in this
University.
But it seems we are just going one step
further in the wrong direction, and we are opening up a
whole can of worms, and will have two units of this one
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and three of that, and one of this.
HEADY

Professor Norman .

I speak in favor of the proposal
PROFESSOR NORMAN
and reply t o Professor Howarth, in that people don't
speak too each other in physics and they don't speak to
each other in geography.
HEADY

Yes.

PROFESSOR BRODKEY
I am Dean Brodkey, director of th e
English program.
I would like to reply about English.
While, of course, there are tremendous deficits in
English abilities here and rhetorical program is dedicated
to helping solve that problem, I began a survey of my
students to find out which ones would have been effectively
screened by this present English requirement of three
credits or three units, as satisfactory completion. And
the answer so far is, none of them would have been
screened by this.
All of them have had this much or mor e
in terms of numbers of units, and in terms of "B's" or
even "A's" in their work.
If there is to be a solution, I think there has to
be one in revision of high school English instruction.
This was echoed at Berkeley. The University of California
at Berkeley accepts only the top twelve-and-a-half percent
of high school population, something we couldn't even
begin to touch here, and fifty percent of their entering
class is now placed in what they call "remedial English."
Their solution could not be "establish more requirements in terms of courses in high school," but they have
established, I believe, some kind of liaison with the
high schools to help retrain high school teachers, or
revise the content of the curriculum.
The content is important. The numbers of courses
is not important.
I think it would behoove those who have
mathematics or social study requirements at stake here to
also find out how many students at this University would
be improved by having those courses, and how many already
have them.
Therefore, I am going to vote against this entire
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proposal.
HEADY
I am not sure, Professor Brodkey, whether
that was pertinent to the amendment or the general proposal.
I would like as much as possible to keep the
discussion now related to the issue as to whether a
language other than English requirement should be
ins e rted here.
Is there discussion on that?

Professor Murphy.

PROFESSOR MURPHY
I would want to make clear,
first of all, that in geography we do speak to one another.
NORMAN

Not in geography.

MURPHY
But as right as Professor Howarth is in
regard to my own regard for my own field, and its necessity
and would be the first to point out its absolute requirement in every European school system for several
years right through high school.
Nevertheless, if I had to choose between making a
requirement in geography and making a requirement in a
foreign language, or indeed between any of these other
requir e ment s and foreign language, I would have to put
foreign language first.
HEADY

Dean Spolsky.

I would pick on Brodkey's point
DEAN SPOLSKY
and apply it to this amendment.
The question that I think we might fairly ask is,
were the requirement to have two years of foreign language
of various languages taught in schools, will lead to any
increased knowledge of languages by the students coming
to the University? I think before I could support something like this, and I am certainly in favor of a large
proportion of our students graduating from here knowing
a language other than English, I would want to hear some
fairly good evidence that requiring it -- requiring two
years in the high school is likely to have that effect:
that t1ere are teachers capable of teaching the language
Well, that the University is capable of filling whatever
needs there are for such teachers, and that we won't
simply be producing some courses that the students will
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take who will come here knowing as little of the other
languages as we often feel.
And as Doctor Brodkey suggested, many of our
students now have English enough for those requirements.
One minor point: the statistical references to
the census are not quite born out by the exact data.
The census figure of forty percent is fr om the one
survey, and refers to households in which one member of
the household reported that he or she grew up in a home
with Spanish-speaking.
That is to say, the census data
can't be interpreted necessarily as the number of
speakers of that language.
HEADY

Yes.

Would you identify --

PROFESSOR CROW

Crow, journalism.

It seems if we are going to pass this kind of an
amendment that it should be passed within
the University itself, because it is now possible, at
least in the college of arts and sciences, to go through
without taking a foreign language.
HEADY

Is there any further discussion?

Professor MacCurdy.
PROFESSOR MAC CURDY

MacCurdy , modern languages.

I would like to comment on your comment. One of
the reasons for introducing this admission requirement is
precisely what you said.
It is now possible for a student
to graduate from arts and sciences without having had any
language study at any time in his whole school career,
from elementary school through the university.
We would like to correct the situation that John
Howarth pointed out when he admitted his own incompetency
of a foreign language. we would like to improve upo n
the incompetence of people like John Howarth, although
We would like to have well rounded individuals like John
Howarth, too.
Now i t is true that when we had admission requirements befo;e, that we did not have the foreign language
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requirement at the University. One of the reasons for
that was simply that we did have a language requirement
in arts and sciences, and in some other colleges, which we
no longer have.
HEADY

Further discussion?

PROFESSOR ZEPPER

Professor Zepper.

Zepper, l;iaucatio{/;undations.

I would like to indicate one concomitant rule of
this, even though I would be in favor of people learning
a foreign language, is that it deletes one sentence which
makes it possible for additional units which weren't
listed, and there is quite a discussion in the Entrance
and Credits Committee about the listing of these other
units that could be taken in high school.
A person wouldrot be able to use any of those units
to enter the University of New Mexico. These were
mainly in the practical arts.
HEADY

Professor

Norman.

NORMAN
I would like to speak to a general
philosophy, this whole business of languages, and also
to the other points.
Now, I am trying to stay on the business of
languages.
What are we trying to do in this University, or
any other university? I know it's a very difficult
question to answer.
I think we all might come to some
agreement of generalization that we are trying to educate
people.
I know that is a word frought with a great deal
of problems: educate them for what?
Now, it seems to me that in a world -- and perhaps
I am using this cliche, which is ever shrinking -- that we
certainly have an obligation to our st~dents. An~ by the
way, what we do directly affects the high school in what
they do.
I have hard evidence here to show that what we do
will affect the high schools immediately -- that an
educated person should be able to do numbers of things.
And r agree with John Howarth, that he should have some
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understanding of the physical world, that he should be
able to corrununicate with his fellow man to some degree in
a language other than his own, that he should have some
understanding of people, the physical world, the natural
world, the people world. And in the people world is the
matter of languages.
The data I have here, I would like to present to
the faculty, has to do with languages.
I have other data
on other subjects and I will speak to them.
Forgive me if
I talk a lot, because I have lots of data.
But I hope we
can get through some of these.
I called the Albuquerque Public School System and
they gave me data that as of t he beginning of 197 3-7 4 year,
t here were nineteen thousand four hundred and fifty students
enrolled in the nine public senior high schools of
Albuquerque. And we must remember that three-quarters of
New Mexico -- University of New Mexico resident freshmen
are drawn from the Albuquerque public high schools.
Now, here are the data on foreign languages: of
students who are going to high school, numbers of them
won't go to college, and we hope they have some minimal
kind of education when they are finished with high school.
Twenty-two point forty-five percent, less than
one-quarter, were taking some foreign language, and these
are broken down as follows: Spanish, fifteen point three
percent of those almost twenty thousand students are
taking Spanish in a state where it is the second language,
two hundred and seventy-two miles from the border of a
country where it is spoken.
Three-and-a-half percent were taking French.
German, three point one percent. Russian, zero point
one two percent taking the language of a country who is
supposed to be the greatest other force in the world.
Latin we wouldn't talk about, four-tenths of one
percent were taking Latin.
So there we have it, with persons going to high
school. And then coming to this university.
There is
none of this material which is being even presented to
them, so they can go through four years of high school
and four years of this university, and never once be

0386
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exposed to a foreign language.
I would like to say something further about a
foreign language.
I speak from my own experience and I
am sure the experience of others. One learns one's own
language much better in the process of learning a foreign
language.
If we were to say to a typical freshman, "Man,
give me a sentence in the subjunctive form in English,"
he's liable to say, "Huh?" because there isn't a
subjunctive in the foreign language.
SPOLSKY

Yes, there is.

NORMAN
No, there isn't.
I don't -- oh, I'm
sorry, sir. Well, in French -- but I would like to
point out that these are just some data.
If I were to speak to you in a foreign language,
is that a subjective clause in English?
SPOLSKY

It's conditional.

NORMAN
Perhaps I might go -- well, I am saying
these are things that I think we could point out in favor
of a foreign language requirement. I think the two are
interlocked. Adjustment to the world and especially a
better appreciation and comprehension and understanding.
HEADY

Are you ready to vote?

Professor Doxtator.

DOXTATOR
With the notation of deleting on page
seventeen, "The two or more additional units may be from
any courses for which credit is granted by the student's
high school."
I wonder if Professor Ulibarri could speak for the
Modern Language Department, that he would accept the
addition rather than deletion, clearly of group G,
practical arts, business education, and industrial
education; and group H, health, physical education,
safety, and recreat ion.
Put another way, would you accept an amendment
removing the corrunent of deletion and the substitution
of two add itional group requirements?
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ULIBARRI
I can no longer speak for the Department
of Modern and Classical Languages. This agreement was
made when we were all together. Now we are all disbande d
and I couldn't bring them up for a vote now.
So for my
part, that would be perfectly -- I would be perfectly
willing t o accept this addition instead of deletion, but
I can't speak for the Department of Modern and Classica l
Languages any more.
DOXTATOR
HEADY

Mr. President.

Professor Doxtator.

DOXTATOR
I wish to move an amendment to t he
amendment, that in the motion which Professor Ulibar ri
has presented that all references to delete be removed
from hisrrotion and that in place of that, there b e a dded
to the list of requirements on remaining two requiremen t s
may be taken from group G, practical arts, business
education, and industrial education, et cetera. And
group H, health, physical education, safety, and
recreation.
HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
All right. We have an amendment to the
amendment that would substitute new categories of G and
H to be added after group F.
PROFESSOR EFROYMSON
question?
HEADY

Question.

Could I have one

Yes, sir.

EFROYMSON
wouldn't it be better if we waited,
hold this off and until we voted on this? It seems like
it would be more appropriate to vote on this after t h e
amendment is voted on.
HEADY
That is up to the maker.
I think,
parliamentarily it's in order, and I think it's up to
Professor Doxtator whether he wants to proceed with this
now.
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DOXTATOR
I personally don't see it as t h at
cumbersome.
I think if we take up the amendment to th e
amend ment, and see whether the sense of the group might
be that it wisned that included, then, looking at t h e
total amendme nt to the proposal, t h at would be car r ied
with it to t h e motion that that can be don e without
getting lost.
For my part, with the possibility that t h is amendme nt will pass as Professor Ulibarri presented i t , I
would feel more comfortable in supporting it, if I we r e
assured that practical arts and health, physical e duc ation, safet y, and recreation were going to be repr e s e nt ed
ultimately and specified.
That's why I would r ather have it i n t e amendment
to the amendment.
HEADY
All right.
It's been moved and seconded .
Is there further discussion on t h at amendment to the
amendme nt?
I would like to speak bri ef l y
PROFESSOR EPSTEIN
against the latest amendment.
Any high school student in three years can ac quire
credits for more than thirteen courses. The additiona l
ones mentioned by Doctor Doxtator are not as pertinent to
the preparation of the student for univ ersity work as t e
courses that are listed in the Ulibarri amendment.
HEADY
Ready to vote on Professor Doxtator's
amendment? Those in favor, say "aye"; those opposed,
"no." The amendment is lost.
Now, we will revert to the proposal as made by
Professor Ulibarri.
CROW
Point of information. Does t h e for e ign
language requirement as set forth there, can that be made
up t h rough t h e deficiencies as listed on page six for - in the same manner as English, mathematics, social
studies, and natural sciences?
In other words, there's no way t h at t i s def ici ency
in foreign language can be made up, other t1an by taking it
in h igh school?
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HEADY
I think you are correct, according to t he
terms of the amendment as it is now before us, becaus e
t h ere is no c h ange in that language.
CROW

Thank you.

HEADY

Is that correct, Professor Ulibarri?

ULIBARRI
HEADY

That's correct .
Any other discussion?

FACULTY J.l."iEMBER

Move the original question.

HEADY
Ready to vote. Those in favor of t h e
p roposed amendment made by Professor Ulibarri, p l e as e
signify by saying "aye"; those opposed, "no."
I think it carried.
anybody would like.
CROW

We will have a division i f

Let's have it.

I would like to
HEADY
Let's have a division.
member
of t he
remind anyone here who is not a voting
I mention i t , I
faculty to please refrain from voting.
t h ink, in view of the number of people here and our
previous experience.
We better do this in segments rather than all a t
once, so we will take the votes in favor of the amendment
and those who are above the top rail here, all t h e way
around.
The vote was eighty-one,
The amendment is adopted.

11

yes 11

;

fifty-four, "no."

We will now proceed with the discussion of th e
proposal as amended. Professor Hoyt.
HOYT
I wonder if we now don't need anotner
amendment, and I would like to ask Professor Ulibarri,
under "Deficiencies," it says, "Deficiencies in one or
more of the four specified areas."
There are now five.
to "five"?

Should t h at not b e c h a n g e d
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I overlooked that.

ULIBARRI

HOYT
And after "Natural Sciences," shoul d we not
add a fifth, "Languages other than English"?
Yes, indeed.

ULIBARRI
HOYT
THORSON

I move that amendment.
Seconded.

HEADY
Well, we have a motion made and seconded
to change the language under heading "Deficiencies," to
substitute "five" for "four," and add "Languages other
than English," after "Natural Sciences."
Professor -- Dean Adams.
ADAMS
Mr. President, I am not in any way opposed
to the spirit of Mr. Hoyt's motion, but I think t1at as
it stands it would be an impossibility.
There is no
A.C.T. test in the foreign languages as such, so while
English, math, social social studies and natural science
shall have the exam based on A.C.T. score of twenty or
higher, the language would have to call for some other
appropriate measure in the foreign language.

~

Mr.
could tell us whether there are indeed
such tests, what an appropriate score should be, but your
motion will make for an impossibility.
HEADY
Well, I guess on the basis of that factual
information, obviously we need something different than
that language, if you want to make this change.
Is there a suggestion?
PROFESSOR HILL~RMAN
Could we simply strike the
word "four," for the material inside the parenthesis?
ADAMS
The idea here is,you see,a student who
gets a "twenty" in math would remove the deficiency in
math, b ut not necessarily in the other areas, and that
only the "twenty-two" composi te s would remove all the
deficiencies.
That, again, would be a problem because a
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"twenty-two" composite on the A.C.T. won't demonstrate
any knowledge of a foreign language.
HEADY
May I ask if there's any authority h ere on
measurements of foreign language capabilities, of language
other than English capability,tha t could suggest a
substitute way for the A.C.T. if we want to adopt a
change of this kind?
Professor Norman.
NORJ.\1AN
It is possible for a student who has
taken the College Board Achievement Test to qua lify i n a
foreign language.
One of the coll e ge board s .
HEADY
Well, do you want to suggest language?
And I am not sure we can or would need to work out t he
exact worda ge here that would provide a Coll ege Board
Achievement Test substitute for the language other t han
Englis h course requirement.
NORMAN
HEADY

I think it could be.
Yes.

Would you i d entify yourself?

PROFESSOR YOUNG
I am Rod Young from the testing
division, and as far as trying to figure out a test tha t
might remove deficiencies in the language, I t1ink we
might be able to def i ne the test that could be perhap s
useful in a language such as Spanish, but in a language
such as Navajo, or interrace, I don't believe we have
such a thing available.
The thing we immediately d eve lop is a discrimination against certain languages in attempting to have a
deficiency removal for any kind of a language other than
English.
HEADY
Well, it seems to me that the proposed
amendment is obviously inappropriate, and in the absenc e
of any other specific proposal, I will ask if there is
other discussion on the motion before us.
Professor Thorson.
THORSON
Seems to me, Mr. Presid ent, we referr ed ,
if this whole package passes, we could refer t hat que stio n
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of deficiency rule back to the Entrance and Credits for
recommendation.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Homestead.
PROFESSOR HOMESTEAD

Homestead, from the library.

I would like to ask Mr. Weaver, on page six where
it says, "Special Admissions," whether he could give us
an approximate number of students who might be admitted
under special admissions, or a percentage?
PROFESSOR WEAVER
The reason that this category
was included wa s that it was felt, for example in the
fine arts, students who might not have the normal academic
qualifications but who might be able to present a fine
portfolio, might be admitted.
There was also discussion related to the College
of Engineering, since they were considering some native
American and Chicano programs, that a special category
might need to be created.
There was discussion that various college offices
might be empowered to make certain recommendations to
E. and C. or the dean of admissions to allow an opening
for some of these people that way.
It was also a categoric thing that we saw being
utilized with slightly different wording, any member of
other institutions in the region.
HOMESTEAD
How would you treat, for example, a
group of high school graduates, perhaps those who didn't
have these full requirements as they are spelled out now
in the amendment, who went into the armed services,
served two, three years, or went off on some other kind
of activity, learning something about the world, and
later on with other consideration decided, "I now would
like to go to the University"; and who finished h igh
school but had not geared themselves before they went on
to their temporary career, Army, Navy -- would those men
be considered eligible?
WEAVER

It's our experience, you know, old
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requirements and new requirements, that most students in
the military service, whatever branch, take courses a t
the college -- in University of Maryland's overseas
branch, for example, many had the opportunity to take the
G. E .D. Education Development Test -- and this is not
expressed here because it is not to be changed -- but in
the existing catalog and the remaining future catalogs,
if the student attains a score of "fifty" on the G.E.D.,
t hat is considered adequate preparation and indicative
of ability to do college work.
And that's a score that was adopteu some years
ago at the suggestion of our testing division. At one
time i t wa s much higher.
HEADY
It ' s been called to my attention that th e
forty-five minutes limit on dealing with one subject
has -- we are at that point.
I wonder if there is a
motion to waive that rule and continue to discuss this
s u bject?
CROW

I so move.

HEADY

Seconded ?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor, please
say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
Yes.
PROFESSOR STEGER

Steger, in math.

I would like to propose, I hope, a noncontroversial
amendment to this proposal.
I propose that the last two
paragraphs under "Mathematics," beginning with, "A student
intending to study engineering," on to the very end,
those two paragraphs be replaced by the following
paragraph:
"A student" -- is that all right,
Mr. President?
HEADY
STEGER

It's all right with me so far, y e s.
"A student intending to study mathematics ,
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physics, engineering, or architecture, will find
it necessary in order to complete his prescribed
curriculum without loss of time, to have
completed at least two units of algebra, one
unit of geometry, and one-half unit of trigonometry
or higher mathematics. Students planning to enter
the fields of pharmacy, pre-medicine, pre- dentistry,
nursing, biology, chemistry, geology, psychology,
economics, political science, sociology, or
business administration, are advised to include in
their preparation at least two units of algebra
and one unit of geometry."
HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER
STEGER
HEADY
hand there?

Seconded.

May I speak to that?
Yes.

You have the specific wording at

STEGER
Yes.
I would like to point out that
this amendment did not affect in any way the subjec t that
is a matter of proposal now. It is merely an attempt to
improve the quality of the advising being given to future
students and counselors, and it might save this body a
lot of valuable time if the maker of the motion and the
seconder were to accept this amendment, which cannot be
debated at all.
So I would..-ll91Ri'.~ Dean Weaver if he would be
willing to accept this.
WEAVER
It's a distinct improvement over the
language of this motion.
HEADY
All right.
sure who the seconder was,
singled out the seconders,
wording of the proposal as
PROFESSOR CASSO
HEADY

So you accept it? I am not
but we have not necessarily
so we will accept that as the
now before us.

Mr. President.

Professor Casso.

CASSO
I think because of the -- because of all
the implications that have been coming out here just

3
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now, and certainly to quote the maker of the motion when
he said, "A number of years ago we made a mistake and we
looked upon that as a mistake," I have a motion here to
postpone this particular consideration and I would like
to suggest that the implications of what we are doing
here are so grave in its relationship to the state, that
I would like to be able to clarify the background for
that particular motion and then to read the motion.
HEADY

Now, your motion is to postpone?

That's right, with some qualifications
CASSO
for postponement.
HEADY
CASSO

Is it to postpone indefinitely?
No, with a definite time.

HEADY
A definite time. Okay.
I think that is
a motion that is in order.
If it is seconded -FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Seconded.

And it has been seconded.

Now, my understanding -- and if Professor Dick is
here some place, I think that such a motion is debatable
with debate limited as much as possible to the conditions
for the postponement.
PROFESSOR DICK
It might be more in order to make
that a motion to refer to a committee on the Committee
for Admissions and Credits, to refer the motion back.
CASSO

That's right, it's going back.

DICK
They can consider it, because if you move
to postpone indefinitely, then, you will have to specify
the time and I think the time is dependent on their
consideration.
CASSO

That is in the motion.

HEADY
I would like to classify what we have:
it's a motion to refer to the Committee on Entrance and
Credits?
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Yes.

In which case that is debatable to the
HEADY
reasons
for wanting to refer?
extent of your
CASSO

Yes.

May I go into those, please?

And it -- yes, and then we arrive at a
HEADY
vote, it would require a majority vote one way or the
oth er to adopt or not adopt the motion.
Go ahead.
I would like to give the rationale f or
CASSO
t h is p articular motion:
Whereas, there is a considerable concern for
the need to upgrade the quality of education i n th e
state, as it relates especially to the preparat i on of
students seeking admission in the University of
New Mexico;
Whereas, such scientific and scholarly data as to
the impact of the recommended policy change on entrance
requirements on the school district is not now known; a n d
Wher ea s, the faculty vote for or against requir e ment policy changes will, in fact, have a direct impac t
on the school districts, especially on the small and
rural communities of the state; and
Whereas, there is a need to reconcile the issue of
quality education versus quantitative education in this
state;
Whereas, A.P.S. alone indicates that retooling to
meet the time frame suggested will require outlay of
financial resources to meet the suggested time frame;
Whereas, there is an appearance of exclusion of
some students, especially from smaller towns, rural
communities, as well as a significant percentage of
students from the Albuquerque area;
Whereas the committee has just presented a
preliminary redefinition of role and .mission of the
University with emphasis ori service to t h e state, to
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the Regents,and it is yet to be acted upon;
Whereas, there is a need for comprehensive planning
and coordination for upgrading the quality of education
in New Mexico, from preschool throughout post secondary
education, and this upgrading will require collaborative
efforts of all institutions of education;
Whereas, any U.N.M. policy on entrance requirements should be part of this comprehensive state planning;
Therefore, I move tha t the faculty postpone or
refer back to Committee its decisions for changing
existing entrance requirements;
And, that the faculty instruct the U.N . M.
Committee on Entrance and Credits to reconcile their proposed recommendation with the educational, sociological,
economic, and political impact on the students of the
state;
And, that the Committee work in c o llaboration
with the legislatively created Commission on Post Secondary
Education of the B.E . F., the State Department of Public
Instruction, the other colleges and universities of
New Mexico, and the school districts of the state;
And, that the findings of this Committee be
presented to the U.N.M. faculty at the next meeting,
which data the faculty consider in its deliberation toward
adopting appropriate policy changes on entrance requirements for incoming freshmen seeking admission to U. N.M.
HEADY
All right . As I understand it , then,
there is the motion to refer to the Committee on Entrance
and Credits, with instructions to that Committee to do
certain things, and to report its findings at the next
meeting?
CASSO

Yes.

HEADY
Is there discussion on the motion to
refer? Vice-President Travelstead.
I want to speak
VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
I want to know,
against the motion to postpone, but
that? There's some
parliamentarily, how I may approach
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DICK
Well, it's that the limited debate, and,
therefore, your opposition to it, has to be related to
the reasons he gave for postponement.
In this case,
let's hope it's changed to "refer."
HEADY
It's a motion to refer, and I would take
it from the advice from the parliamentarian that it would
be appropriate to comment on the instructions that are in
the motion to refer, or on the timing of the report back
by the Committee, that's in the motion to refer. At
least those things
TRAVELSTEAD

I will try to confine my remarks.

I want to speak in support of the motion.
I
didn't get recognition for some time.
I would really
like to speak in the general area, but I will try to
confine it to the points made in this motion.
I think in the first place, what Mr. Casso has
suggested is impossible between now and the next meeting.
If that's pertinent to the motion, I would suggest that.
To consult these groups referred to and to go
into the extent that you clearly stipulate, Mr. Casso,
with the Commission on Post Secondary Education, legislative committees and others who have a stake in this,
including assessing the impact of this on various school
systems, I would say it's an impossibility.
Therefore, postponement in this sense, to me, by
the mover or whoever supports it, means to not take any
action on it this year.
I think it's more urgent than
that, and I would submit for this faculty to pass that
referral as though it could be done for the next meeting,
is an impossibility.
And when I have a chance I would like to give
reasons for supporting the main motion.
HEADY

Further discussion on the motion to refer?

Dean Darling.
DEAN DARLING
I think it does relate to the
question for the reason to refer.
I have a letter from
Leonard DeLayo, Superintendent of Public Instruction of
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the State of New Mexico. It is related to this specific
issue.
I won't read the entire letter. Part of it says:
. "In reviewing the proposed admission requirements, I became concerned that the options provided
will, in effect, exclude students from small rural
schools and minority groups. Would these requirements also have the effect of discouraging G.E.D.
holders from enrolling at the University?
"The proposed admission requirements have
implications which can affect every high school
in New Mexico. Has any study been made of the
potential effects should these requirements be
adopted? If not, then any action contemplated
should be postponed until the data is gathered
because the proposal has ramification for the
curricula and budgets of all New Mexico school
districts.
Then, too, are there implications in
this proposal for other New Mexico colleges and
universities?
"From the evidence available to me, I
strongly urge that any action on t he proposed
admission requirements be postponed until sufficient
data has been gathered, until the many ramifications of such a proposal are studied on a statewide basis, and until some attempt is made to
better coordinate activities and opportunities at
the post secondary level."
I have one other question, and it really is related
to the reasons for referral, and I must ask a quest ion of
Dean Weaver when he was originally clarifying what this
proposal was really saying, he created an ambiguity in my
mind, and perhaps others.
I believe he said, "Any graduate
of a high school in New Mexico who had a two point grade
point average and had met these requirements would be
admitted to the university of New Mexico, who had met the
group requirements."
But also on page five, in the third paragraph, the
last sentence, I see it says, "Graduates of unaccredited .
or partially accredited high schools who present transcripts
which meet admission requirements in all respects except
accreditation may become eligible for admission upon .
.
Validating the unaccr edited high sc hool work by qualifying
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scores on the American College Test."
And I wonder if we know how many unaccredited high
schools there are in the state and which of those they
are, and how many students would be affected, and what
the A.C.T. scores of those schools are, so we would know
the impact of that on these schools?
WEAVER
In years past, David, our plain experience
there has been with private, preparatory schools,
generally of a recent creation; not having problems,
instant, that I recall.
I also would like to comment on your earlier
point.
You know, this does not -- this does not qualify
as an in-depth study, but we visited a hundred and twelve
high schools in New Mexico from late September through
January.
I suppose other representatives here have made
some visits, also. And our main job was to recruit
students and to give information.
But hypothetically, we asked for opinions on this
possible change. We went to small schools, rural schools,
urban schools, big schools, generally the efforts -- the
suggested effort was applauded as a step in the right
direction.
I went to -- I, myself, went to House High School
west of Portales, eight seniors in the graduating class -and two national merit semi-finals, by the way -- and
they were able to gain four units of English, four units
of mathematics, four units of science -- not saying that
everyone took advantage of the opportunity, but -- and
I know, talking with Ted Martinez and other A.P.S.
officials and many counselors, that they feel that in
two years an adjustment can be made.
As to physical impact, we made quite an.impact on
them five years ago when we made the change, without any
real extensive concentration. And I think there's been
more c oncentration this time than back in 1970.
HEADY

Yes, sir.

EFROYMSON

Efroymson, math.

I wanted to add to what Professor Weaver said.

In
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the Math Department we consulted with high schools, it
was math teachers from this city, Bernalillo County, and
we found them unanimously, or essentially unanimously in
favor of us adopting some sort of entrance requirements.
And I think that they felt that we really let them down
five years ago.
They felt -- they really felt unhappy about it,
and I think that if we don't do something about it, soon,
they are going to be down again.
We have
and there was this tremendous drop which
was seen in enrollments in math courses, which was
pointed out to us, and the result has been -- and will
continue to be -- we have to offer courses here at the
University to large numbers of students who do come from
Bernalillo County, who could have gotten preparation
otherwise, and who don~t.
Now, the other argument is they don't learn anything in class, anyway, but that could apply to us just
as well as any other place. And I don't know, if we
are going to adopt that, I think we might as well close,
too.
HEADY
I hope we can keep the debate now to the
question to refer, and make a decision before long as to
whether we d o or do not want to refer the question.
Professor Reynoso.
REYNOSO
I raise as a point of motion, the motion
is a bit grandiose.
I must say my principal concern has
been this: what effect these requirements would have on
the minority population in the state?
My own unlettered gut reaction is that it would be
an adverse one.
we hear too many stories like Doctor
Sanchez who spoke of many -- of his son's experiences,
like many others of youngsters being minority, youngsters
being rooted to the manual arts,and a decision has to be
made on early in the high school under our requirements
in terms of the youngster, whether or not that youngster
is going to goto college.
And I guess that I still don't have that much
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faith in high school advisors and other personnel that the
minority youngsters will be treated in the same light as
nonminority youngsters. And I fear that too many will
end up being rooted into non -- into programs that will
not give the person, lead that student to have the
requirements to get into U. N.M.
I was in part dissuaded by that with a discussion
I had with Alex Picuris and Antonio Mondragon . I don't
mean to speak for them, but they advised me that they
thought the effect would be minimal because it was their
understanding that the school systems themselves, as I
understood the argument, were going to be incorporating
these types of requirements for graduation .
I would applaud that and would urge even tougher
requirements for graduating from high school, but I
don't want us to have the type of requirements that will
give the high school folks a chance to discriminate
against some folks in this state, as has happened
traditionally in the southwest.
And I don't believe that in this year we are that
much advanced that we won't see a reoccurrence of it if
we reinstitute this.
For those folks in the high school area who think
that we let them down by removing the requirements, you
know, I say, "A curse on all their houses.
Let them put
in all their requirements, but apply them to everybody,
not the folks -11

TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Chairman, I rise to a point of
order.
I refrain from debating the main issue, but if
this is going to continue I want to debate the other
side of the main issue.
HEADY
I am not going to be too restrictive on
what is appropriate unless the parliamentarian warns me.
So if you want to speak further at this time,
Vice-President Travelstead, I would recognize you.
TRAVELSTEAD

I am going to speak on the main

issue.

CROW

Point of order.
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HEADY
Well, I am not going to allow you or any one
else to announce you are going to speak o n the main issue .
Then, I call for the question.
TRAVELSTEAD
call for the question.
HEADY

I

You are moving the previous question?

TRAVELSTEAD

I move the previous question.

HEADY
The previous question has been moved o n
the motion to refer.
I suppose I better explain that
we haven't done it for a while. This is not debatable .
If it passes by two-thirds vote, we will immediately
vote on Professor Casso's motion to refer.
Those in favor of the motion on the prev ious
question, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
I think that's clearly a two-thirds vote, so t he
motion on the previous question carries.
We will now vote on the motion to refer, with
discussions and with a requirement to report back at t he
next meeting.
I think we probably would sav e time by havin g a
division on this, if there is no objection. We wil l vote
the same way we did before. Are the tellers ready?
Those before the rail, in favor of the motion to
The vote is "yes," sixty-five; "no," sixty-eight.
refer.
So the motion to refer is lost.
We will now proceed with further discussion of t he
main motion.
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

Mr. Chairman.

Doctor Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
I would like to speak in support of
this motion, and I hope in a justified fashion, and for
reasons that are sound.
I have no allusions about the results t h at wil l
come from the specific stipulations that are on this
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sheet before you.
I am quite aware that a person taking
three units might not necessarily be able to do any more
English than somebody that took two or took none.
I am
quite aware of that.
Similarly, there are mathematics and the other
areas listed.
I do think, however, that this institution has some academic problems right now it needs to
address itself to.
I will not take the time in this body to spell
those out, but I think it's time; one, we recognized
this and admitted it to ourselves, and begin to take
some steps to correct this.
The steps to correct, in my opinion, are not to
be leveled against minority groups, not to put ourselves
in an exclusive snobbish group that we will deal with a
small select few, and to hell with the rest of them.
That is not what I am talking about.
What I am talking about is the students that are
on this campus and that came here last year and that will
come here next year under the provisions now open to them .
They expect things which we do not offer. They expect
services and attention that we are not able to give,
either physically or educationally.
I submit, therefore, that it is morally and
physically irresponsible to have the students on this
campus that we are not able to serve -- I really speak
in behalf of the group, Cruz, that you are talking about.
Not against them, I am not talking about excluding somebody and assuming somebody else we will take care of
them.
I think we are not serving the group we have now.
And this step seems to me, first of all, says to
ourselves that there are some steps we can and should
take, and this is very likely a good beginning.
I think there are some other steps that we ought
to take in succession, which will address themselves to
some of the points made here today.
But I think if we continue to sit idle and
apathetic about this point, we are not being responsible
either to the citizens, to the legislature, but
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particularly to the students who come to this campus.
I think it's time we took some steps and said
so, and tried, then, to make the student body that comes
here compatible with the programs that are offered. I
submit this is not now the case, and that we must take
some steps to correct it.

I think this is a good first step. It is not the
only step that must be taken . There are some other
things that can be added to it, but I think it's in the
right direction.
Not doing a nything , I think, would be
an abjuration of our responsibilities.
HEADY

Professor Aragon.

PROFESSOR ARAGON
I would like to speak in
opposition to the motion and clarify some of the statements that Chester Travelstead just made.
I consider it more immoral to exclude people
before they have a chance at a program, be it what it
may, than as he phrased it.
Further, I think
we d o nothing, those of
opposed to the motion.
that we just killed was

that we are not suggesting that
us that are concerned and
As a matter of fact, the motion
not suggesting that we do nothing.

I suspect that many people voted against it
because it asked that we move too fast, rather than that
we do nothing.
What we are suggesting, those of us that are
opposed to this, is that more data, more scholarly
research is needed before the effects of such a program
or such a policy can be d etermined, not only as they
affect ethnic minorities, which would be devastating
if the data we have is correct, but as they apply to all
students at this institution.
I ask you in the name of scholarship, if for no
other reason, tha t this motion be defeated so that we
can then make some steps -- take some steps to guarantee
that the intent of the motion -- that is, how we can
serve our student body better -- can be made in a more
scholarly way than has been done to date . Thank you .
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HEADY

7
Dean McRae.

I don't know whether this motion is
DEAN MC RAE
in order or not .
This is in a sense, a substitute for a
portion of the main motion that was made by Dean Weaver,
the sense of which was that his motion should be acted
on by this body today.
But I am going to make the motion, and you can
call i t out of order if you like, because I am sure you
will.
In the interests of the democratic process which
I have heard so eloquently defined here on many occasions,
I think that the matter before us is a matter of
considerable import.
We have definite opinions on both
sides, as is obvious, and my motion is that it be -- the
subject of a mail referendum, not to be acted upon by
this body here , but a mail referendum ballot to the
entire faculty.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Well, I guess I will surprise you, since
you already pred icted my outcome, I think it's appropriate
to -- for any matter before the body, and I think there
are precedents for having a mail referendum if the
faculty a t this meeting decides to do that.
So I think that's an appropriate motion.
I assume it 's all right with the maker
MC RAE
of the main motion?
WEAVER

Yes .

HEADY
Well the motion is in order and it has
'
.
been seconded and the motion is for a mail referendum.
'
.
.
And I p r esume y ou mean by that on the motion as it now
stands?
MC RAE
HEADY
MC RAE

That's correct.
with the amendment that has been adopted?
Yes.
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HEADY

That's a debatable mot ion, I presume?

FACULTY MEMBER
Point of order.
If we vote for
a mail referendum, does that mean exclusion of further
discussion?
HEADY
Well, I think we ought to be clear as to
what your intent is, as to what is to be submitted and
whether a favorable vote on it terminates the consideration
of the matter at this meeting .
MC RAE
I don ' t think that the intention was to
terminate debate.
I think I could have moved the previous
question if I wanted to terminate debate, whatever the
conclusion, at the conclusion of this meeting or
deliberations, that it would be the subject of a mail
referendum.
HEADY
I don't want to put words in your mouth,
but is it clear that what you are proposing is a mail
referendum on the proposal as it stands at the end of
this meeting, with one amendment already adopted and
possibly other changes being made by the faculty at this
meeting?
MC RAE
HEADY

Yes.
All right.

Is there a second to that

motion?
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
All right.
Is there discussion on the
motion for a mail referendum? Professor Steger?
STEGER
I would like to support this motion.
It
seems obvious that this is a matter of great importance
to the University.
seems obvious that this particular
body is split very closely fifty-fifty, and it seems
clear that whether this motion passes or fails today,
it depends on the precise minute that we take the vote,
from what has happened in the preceding five minutes.
And for a matter of this importance I don't like
to have the resolution of it just handed , depending on
who has to go to dinner or who has a class. It seems
to me this is an item that is properly brought before
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the entire faculty.
HEADY

Is there further discussion?

PROFESSOR EHRENBERG

Ehrenberg, political science.

I oppose the motion because of its importance;
because it is so important I t hink the people voting on
the motion should be present and hear the discussion, and
it's in the interests of an informed vote that I would
like to have this body, or a similar body, to vote on a
motion and not to have anonymous mail ballots.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Jonas .

PROFESSOR JONAS
I would speak against mail
ballot for some of those same reasons, and specifically
since Dean McRae cited the democratic process.
If the
town meeting is to be held to be the prototype of the
democratic process, the rationale is if one is interested,
one attends the meeting and listens and votes.
And I am afraid this is the kind of issue where
many of us would vote at a gut level instead of a
rational level, and
think the discussion is very
important to the final vote.
HEADY

Professor Ulibarri.

ULIBARRI
I would like to speak against the
proposal, and I have to clarify my position because I
just recently presented an amendment which was approved.
That did not mean that I approved the entire
proposal. My amendment meant only that if the University
was going to go down that track, it should have a language
requirement. But you see, what is happening here is that
this faculty has constituted itself into legislature
EFROYMSON
Point of order.
Is this what we are
debating? we are debating whether to have a mail ballot?
Yes, we are, and I think it's even more
HEADY
difficult on this point than some of the others to try
to determine what is appropriate for debate, and -ULIBARRI

.

?

May I continue, sir.
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HEADY

You may continue.

ULIBARRI
-- that this faculty is constituting
itself into a legislative body, and it's going to legislate alone the laws that are going to affect the destiny
of a great many people, a great many people who are not
here represented, people who do not have a voice or a
vote in this faculty.
I am talking about the Chicano community.
I am
talking about the Black conununity.
I am talking about
the American Indian conununity.
They are not represented,
and in this time when state government is becoming more
and more democratic, when the Catholic Church and
Protestant churches are becoming more and more democratic,
when our federal representation is more and more
democratic, that's when the University of New Mexico is
going to become less and less democratic, because this is
cutting them off at the pass: "Too many of them critters
are moving into the reservation."

now·

Let's make sure not too many of them get in, after
Thank you.

HEADY
I do think that we ought to limit the
comments to the relative merits of having a vote on this
matter by the people who are in this faculty meeting, or
another faculty meeting as against a mail referendum
of th
'
e voting faculty.
so I ask that we continue.
FACULTY MEMBER

Move the question.

HEADY
Previous question has been moved.
there a second?
FACULTY MEMBER

Is

Seconded.

HEADY
And seconded. we will take a vote on the
motion
o
th
.
·
Th
. n
e previous
question.
You a 11 und ers t and that ·
0 se 1.n f
two-th.
avor, please say "aye"; opposed , " no. " That' s
1.rds vote, it's carried.
r f
We Will now vote on Dean McRae' s motion for a mail
"~o~~endum. Those in favor, please say "aye"; .opposed,
d, . . As usual, the Chair is in doubt and we will have a
l.V1.s1.on.
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The vote is "yes," sixty-th ree; "no," -- excuse me,
"yes ," sixty-five; "no," sixty-three.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

You want to count again?

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

~

I challenge that vote.

Yes, I do.

All right.

We will have a recount.

FACULTY MEMBER
I got sixty-nine to fifty-eight.
mathematics are not quite that bad.
(A recount was conducted.)

HEADY
All right, the tally this time, with three
tellers counting, "yes," sixty-four; "no," seventy. The
motion for the mail referendum is lost.
Dean McRae.
MC RAE

I move the previous question.

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Previous question has been moved and
seconded on the motion before us. We will vote on the
;~tion on the previous question.
It is not debatable.
does take a two-thirds vote.
Th 0 se in favor, please say "aye"; opposed ,
hink that's two-thirds vote.

1 t .

II

no. II

We will -- all right, we will now vote, the motion
~: the.previous question is carried. We will now vote on
de main motion with the one amendment that has been
a opted. Does anyone want a division?
FACULTY MEMBER

Yes, yes.

HEADY
All right, we will have a division, an~ we
Will ask the three tellers who just performed to see if
We can
get them again. we will vote the same way.
(The vote was conducted.)
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MAC CURDY
Mr. President, I am sorry, I challenge
the right of some people who are now voting, to vote.
HEADY
I caution people who are not voting members
of this faculty not to vote, and we will -- if there is a
challenge against anyone who is voting, on either side, I
would like to consider it, any challenge after we have
this vote recorded.
Now, before we tally the vote or announce a ny
results, I would like to ask if there are any votes cast
that anyone wants to challenge, so we can decide whether
or not people who voted were qualified to vote.
MAC CURDY
Perhaps you should remind me and
others what the qualifications for eligibility to vote
are.
HEADY
All right. While we are asking the
secretary to look that up, the tellers say they need a
recount.
TELLERS
HEADY

No, we don't.
Okay.

DURRIE
The University Faculty is defined in the
constitution as the professors, associate professors,
as ·
. sistant professors, lecturers and instructors,
including part-time and temporary appointees· The
constitution also specifies by title a number of ex officio
mernl:ers of the University Faculty. All of the above ~re
entitled to attend faculty meetings. However, part-time
and temporary
faculty members are not permitted to vote'
and
·
instructors are members of the voting faculty only
after three years full-time service.

a
And it goes on to mention that students are
Uth~rized to attend the meeting, but that they are not
Permitted to vote -- certain students, that is·
have
HEADY
Now' I would like to ask, now that you
f
heard the -- whether there's anybody who voted that
eels he should not or anyone who wants to challenge a
Vote th
'
at has been cast.
Yes.
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PROFESSOR STECKLER
I am an associate professor,
but I am a one-year contract. Arn I eligible to vote,
associate professor?
DURRIE
Simply a matter of whether your contract
is written as temporary or not.
HEADY
If it's an associate professor contract,
full time, it -- doesn't that qualify?
DURRIE
No, not necessarily. It could be
temporary. For example, a visiting professor is on
temporary appointment.
HEADY
A contract would have the term "temporary"
on it in that case?
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY
as visiting?

But there are other temporaries as well

TRAVELSTEAD
STECKLER
11

No, "visiting" means "temporary."

That's right.
I still don't know.

••
HEADY
If your contract says, "temporary," or
visiting," as I understand it, you should not be voting.

DURRIE

Or "part-time."

FACULTY MEMBER
Does that exclude all or most of
the members that have been hired in the last two years
that have not been put on -Vot.
HEADY
The secretary has here a list of the
ing
members
of
the faculty, which was used in
d
eterm · ·
·
Vo . 1.n1.ng how many were on the faculty this year as
a ting members, and determining how many we needed for
quorum.
Maybe the best way would be to determine whether
name is on the list. And if it is not, then we
Will have to
Steckler ·
would you give us -- than k you.

Your

DURRIE

S-t-e-c-k-1-e-r, no, it's not on here.

,
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HEADY
Well, y our name is not on that list . I
guess as we go along here we better make adjustment in
the tally , or we will have to have another count.
PROFESSOR HAMILTON
Mr . Chairman, I think this
calls for a question here, concerning the validity of
this whole body.
We put all these contracts in the past
year, about seventy-five of them, on a one- year basis.
They are not visitors, they are apparently eunuchs; they
are nothing.
I think we need to determine precisely the voting
status of these people.
I don't think it was the
intention to deprive them of voting status.
CASSO
Mr. President, more complex, if this
motion is challenged, then, I would like to resubmit my
motion.
(Applause.)
CASSO

And that takes precedence over any action.

TRAVELSTEAD
I would like to clarify the status
wi thout speaking for or against anybody here.
.
I think Mr. Hamilton is quite right, whatever the
intention was , we are faced with the constitution not
including temporary people, Mr. Hamilton, in the voting
status .
All people who were put on a temporary contract
last spring, whatever the reason was, are temporary
appointments. Now, they are being changed to other
status.
.
If this faculty wants to modify that in its
Wlsdom
· can.
·
ap . ' th en it
But I am saying
they are t emporary
a po7ntments and under the cons ti tut ion, temporary
Ppointments are not eligible to vo te.

w

CROW

Mr . President, if there's enough of them,
quorum.

e may not have a

Mr · President, point of clarificatio FACULTY MEMBER
arran n. Do we understand that this new tenure contract
.
.
t
gement the Board of Regents have put on us is going
0 exc lud
1 ?
e everyone coming in under that Pan.

,
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THORSON

Mr. President.

HEADY
Yes, I am ready for enlightenment,
Professor Thorson.
THORSON

I

wish I had some.

Mr. President, I raised this question with John
Durrie yesterday because this is the question which was
raised to me late last week. And John and I discussed
it and we were planning to take it to the Policy Committee
as soon as possible, but we haven't met since then. And
we didn't really consider -- we were really concerned
about the new three-year term appointments because that's
quite clearly a new category.

...

..

We did not consider in our discussions whether
one-year temporary appointments -- because we assumed,
and I think accurately, that unless we modify the
constitution, one-year temporary appointees are not
members of the voting faculty.
HEADY
Well, I think under the circumstances I
don 't have any choice except to rule that the people on
th~ list of the voting faculty that has been compiled
~ is year, are the ones that are eligible to vote at
~is meeting, on any question that comes up at this
meeting.
HAMILTON
Mr. Chairman, then I challenge the
Validity of any business carried on today, because
these votes were extremely close in a number of cases,
:nd apparently, according to t his, we don't know whether
hese people were eligible to vote or not.
HEADY
I would like to point out that before we
took any Vote on any of these questions, I cautione
·
d
People Who were here not to vote unless they were sure
that they were members of the voting faculty·
The first time that any question was raised about
.eople Voting' was on the vote that we just took, which
18 cert ·
how I a1.n1y the primary vote of the day. I d on ' t see
r
can go back and reconstruct votes that were -- and
evote
·
ra·lsea. on all those things when there was no ques t ion
p

'
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HAMILTON

I think, Mr. Chairman, no vote has been

taken.
PROFESSOR MERKX

For the whole year?

HEADY
I am going to go back to where we were
earlier, and ask if there are people who have doubts
about whether their names are on the list of the voting
faculty. If they will identify themselves or if anyone
wants to challenge anybody, and I don't see any other
way except to modify the tally before we finalize it,
that way.
PROFESSOR COOPER
Point of order. I raise the
privilege question in view of the ambiguity.
I move to
table the issue until this gets straightened out.
HEADY
We have already had a motion on the
previous question, and we passed it, and we are going to
have to tally the vote on this issue.
Would you tell us how you voted so we can make
that adjustment?
STECKLER
HEADY

I voted

II

no.

11

All right, delete one "no" vote.

Now, are there others?
EHRENBERG
Does this body have the power to
change the provisions in the constitution regarding who
is to vote?
HEADY No, that is more complicated than can be
accomplished.

Cl'
PROFESSOR PACE
ine.

I challenge one vote, Professor

~o

(Professor Pace spoke of the challenge of someone
Was said to have voted who is no longer present.)

Was

HEADY
Now, this was a challenge of a person that
said to have voted and is no longer here?
PACE

I would say that was a ballot case, that
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should be excluded in the same way as any other.
HEADY
We will do that subject to checking with
Professor Gold and if he agrees that he did,
indeed , vote as you reported him to have voted, and he
is not on the list, we will take him off.
So take another "yes" vote off for the time being.
FACULTY MEMBER
Point of clarification. Was
there a move to table, and what was your response to
that?
HEADY
My response to that, and I think I am
correct on that, is that we had arrived at a point of a
motion on the previous question that was passed, which
meant we had to vote on the motion before us. We took
the vote, we now have the question of some challenges of
those who voted, and I think we are trying to validate
the tally.
And it's out of order to do anything else except
to do that validation.
CASSO

Point of clarification, Mr. President.

HEADY

Yes.

CASSO
If we are hung up on clarification as to
the Validity of votes on either side, and I am sad that
there are such things, and if in fact a motion to go
back to committee takes precedence, I would -HEADY

It doesn't .

I am asking for clarification from the
. CASSO
parliamentarian .
HEADY
Well, I have ruled that nothing takes
Precedence now over our validating the vote that the body
came to
.
' and is taking.
DEAN HUBER

Mr. President.

HEADY

Yes.

HUBER

In view of the fact that several people

,
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have been challenged and others have indicated they did
not know where they stood, some of whom are not here now,
according to my colleague, I would suggest that there are
only two alternatives to us that as far as I am concerned,
would legitimatize, or prospectively legitimatize, the
vote, whatever i t is.
Number one, a roll call vote of people here; or,
two, adjourn and take the vote at the next meeting.
FACULTY MEMBER

Roll call.

FACULTY MEMBER

Adjourn.

FACULTY MEMBER

Roll call, by name.

HEADY
I am sorry, I feel that we must pursue
this vote. I recognize the problems of closeness, of
uncerta inty, but I feel great problems of entertaining
a motion, including a motion to adjourn, at this point.
DICK
I would say a motion to adjourn takes
priority over everything.
HEADY

It does.

FACULTY MEMBER
DICK

'
'
?
It is not open for discussion.

It takes precedence.

HEADY
I would like to ask the parliamentarian
a ~pecific question.
I recognized that the motion to
adJourn is a priority motion over anything else -DICK

Right.

HEADY
But is any motion -- can any motion be made
~nder the conditions where we are now, where we are trying
o Validate a vote that the body has agreed to take after
Passi
·f ·
ng the previous question? That 's my speci ic
question .
And it's my understanding that a motion to
ad·
DICK
Journ can take place at any time regardless of how
crucial .
HEADY

At any time in the proceedings?
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DICK

Yes.

HAMILTON

I withdraw my motion.

FACULTY MEMBER

Move we adjourn.

FACULTY MEMBER
right to make that.

Call it out of order.

FACULTY MEMBER

Call i t out of order.

He has no

HEADY
Look, I have tried very conscientiously
to rule and to take advice of the parliamentarian in my
rulings, and although I have some doubts about this advice
in this case, I will follow the ruling the parliamentarian
gives, and say that the motion to adjourn is in order.
That ruling is subject to challenge, if you want to
challenge it, and we will -- this body will make the
final decision as i t always has on these questions.
REYNOSO

Challenge.

HEADY
You are challenging my ruling that the
motion to adjourn is in order?
REYNOSO
HEADY

Yes, sir.
All right.

FACULTY MEMBER
Mr. President, point of order.
Who is <palified to vote on this motion?
HEADY
The same people are qualified to vote that
are qualified to vote on any other motion before the body,
ana that is a voting member of the faculty, as of this
time .
Now, just to be sure we know where we are at the
::ent ,.we are now going to vote on whether to ove~rule
is . Chair, and my ruling was that the motion to adJou~n
s in order.
If you agree with that, now -- now, .lets
Illee ~ the motion is to overrule that, so if you think a
0
II
·
t
!f tion t O adJourn
is not in order, you voe
ye s , II right?·
"noY~u think a motion to adjourn is in order, you vote

.
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That's very complicated, but let's vote that way.
Those in favor
FACULTY MEMBER
division of the house?
HEADY

Mr. President, may we have a

Yes.

(The vote proceeded.)
HEADY
Just to clarify, a "yes" vote on this is
equivalent of moving not to adjourn. A "no" vote means to
adjourn .
PROFESSOR LAVENDER
I just overheard a teller to
tell a faculty member the results of this .vote, and I
think it would help for every faculty member to know t hat.
HEADY

Well, I don't know the results.

FACULTY MEMBER

One faculty member does.

HEADY
That's a vote on a parliamentary matter
at this point, whether or not to adjourn.
FACULTY MEMBER

Point of order, Mr. President.

What will happen to the results of the vote that was t aken
before, clarified or unclarified, if we now adjourn?
HEADY

There will be no vote recorded.
Vote on the motion to overrule the Chair is

a tie.

(Applause.)
HEADY
is Upheld --

Now, I believe that that means the Chair

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Question.

-- all right, we revert, then, to -- we

revert , th en,
to try to validate that vote.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

No, you were upheld, we adjourn .

Oh, right.

I am wrong.

I won, but it
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means different than what I just told you.
motion to adjourn is in order.

It means the

Who made the motion to adjourn?
HUBER

I did.

HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Those in favor of the motion to adjourn,
II
please say aye 11 ; opposed, 11 no. 11
Well, you know, I think in all honesty we better
have another division.
I don't know.
NORMAN
Mr. President, I didn't vote, and I want
to cast my vote now. I am sorry I missed it .
I want to
add my vote. I have witnesses I didn't vote .
HAMILTON

I am not sure --

HEADY
I was going to ask, did the witnesses agree
~ith you? I am not going to rule on your request, because
lt would not affect the outcome.
The vote is sixty-two,
0 adjourn; fifty-five, not to adjourn.
So we will -efore we adjourn, this means that the matter that was
before us has not been disposed of. It is pending
business. We will take it up next time·

!

Adjournment, 5:32 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

John N. Durrie,
Secretary
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-LIA7- 0 VANDERFO RD
~E ZISK THOMPSON

*

PHIL OSOPHY
ECO Ot-l ICS
HISTORY

PSYCHOLOGY
SP EECH COM MU NICAtION
Af\TH RCPOLOG Y
P SYCH CLOG Y

SPAN I Sr
ECOI\ OMICS
ECONOMICS

Af\THk(POLOG Y
ECONOf,IJCS

ENGLISH
H t:C

& P SYCH

ENGLISH
PSYCHCLOGY

J OURNALISM
POLITICAL SCIENCE

PSYCHCLOGY
AI\THRCPOLOGY

*

PSYCHGLOGY
SPAI\ISH
ENGLISH
PSYChCLOGY

JCUR NALISM
SPANISH
GEO LCGY

PHOLOSOPHY

SPANISH
PSYCHOLOGY
AMER ICAN STUDIES
ENGLISH
ART

GECGRAPH Y
ANTHROPOLOGY
JOURNALISM
JOLRNAlISM
PHILOSOPHY
HISTORY

JOURNAL I SM
PHILOSOPHY
Bu5 & AOMIN SCIENCES
GEOLOGY
OISTRIBU TEO MINO~

SOCIOLOGY
HOME ECONOMICS
HISTORY

SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY

SPANISH
HISTORY
MUSIC

ANTHROPOLOGY
SPANISH
PH lLOSOPHY

ENGLISH
SCClOLOGY

NAVAL SCIENCE
ENGLISH & HISTORY

0426
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eAChELOR OF ARTS

MINOR

MAJOR
FRENCH
COMMUN DISORDERS
Et\GlISH
ART

Pt-YLLrs ROSE VICKER
CHRIS TCP HE R JOHN WEST
KENNETH BRUCE WESTON
CIANE 1P OR IMM WETZ El .
BERTHA DEBRA WI CHNER
OOROTFY H WING
ldllIM-4 DAVID WINTER
BYROf\ (;ENE WOOD
EVAN MAKT [N WORMSER
lIMCTH~ PETER ZANN c:S
JCHN Pf-llLIP ZINSER

ART

MUSIC

LINGUISTICS
SOCIOLOGY
ENGLISH
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
PSYCHOLOGY
CCt-'PARATl VE LIT
SPEECH COMMUNICATION
GECLOGY
ENGLISH
BUS~ AOMIN SCIENCES

_.

ECONOMICS
ENGLISH
JCURN~llSM
GEOGRAPHY
SPEEC~ COMMUNICATION
ECONOtJICS
HCME

BACHELOR OF SCIE NCE
MINOR

tJAJOA
CONALC EUGENE ADAMS
JACK W ALEXANDER,JR
CA T11 ER 11, E RO S E BAC A
RANOOUPH F BACA
EVA SlfJANEK l)ARRY
STEPHEf\ o BASS
GARY 51EPl-1EN BODMAN
OCUGLAliS G OU RGER
PATRIC-IA E CORCORAN
~CBERT JOE CRONK
ARTHUR C EHRENBERG, JR
ti FR AME
ST~PHEt- SC OTT GARONER
ENOY GILMORE
~~RMA~ KENNETH GREEN
SA~MAS l:CW.ORO HAALAND
A ORA KAY HARMAN
LLEN WARD HOBBS
:~;HUR L JARAMILLO
ECG~/tLKE RSON JORDAN

*
*

CLAYTGN KIMMEL

GARY

*

*
*
*

ER INE J

CHEMISTRY

·

*

.

CHEM
& tJiATH
P~YCHOLOGY

HISTORY

BICLOGY
DISTRIBU TED MINOR

BICL
& CHEI" (BA)
BIO LOGY
PSYCHCLOGY
BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY
BICLOGY
Nt. vAL SC I ENCE

MATHEMATICS

CHEMISTRY

PSYCHCLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
BIOLCGY
bIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY
8IOLOGY
BIOLCGY

BICLOGY
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
Ct-iHHSTRY
C~EMISTRY

t-'ATHf:~ATICS

UISTRI8U TEO MINOR
FRENCH

8I0l0GY
8 lOLOGY
BIOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY

CHEMISTRY
PSYCHOLOGY
B1 (LOGY & CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY

*

CHEMISTRY

GEOLOGY

BIOLOGY
PHY~
i CHEM

PACH ECO

CHf:Ml STRY
CHEMISTRY

GEOLOGY

AT/t\ RYAN OLIVER
RlSTINE BRADEN

f3 I ULOGY

MAThEMATICS

~~!N~

l MCGUINNESS
Ay CA I L ~10 RR I S
AULMA-RVIN MOSELEY
I
AlA f\ PUNDORF
V~~ARt GALE MYERS
T~v Ltovo t\ELS ON

ARCHITECTURE
MATHEMATICS
MATl-1EMATICS

BlOLOG¥
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY

scan

PATR J(HN LASSWELL
BE lCK JO rN l IN D
NI t A M..0 KT I N E Z

BIOLOGY
ChEMISTRY
BIOLUGY

BIOLOGY

ENGLISH

SPANISH

MATHEMAT ICS
FRENCH
CHEMISTRY

PAGE 5
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EAChELCR CF SCIENCE
~AJOR
BIOLOGY

CH H·OMAS RE Ill Y, JR
OAN 1"ftRLE ROB IN SON
CAVID HORGE SABO
ENT AlBINC SALAZAR
SALLY 1'ALKfR SNYDER
FRANCE S C STRAUS
CHRIST(PHER S WALwE LL
CFBORAt- LEE VICK
•AY~E l'vUCENIC
GAV ID \\AYNE WALL
KCBERT WAYNE WEIME.R
DENISE EARLENE WK IGHT
?OBERT L YARWOOD
CNALC EUGENE YOUNG
RIAN UONA THAN Z AMOR'A

BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
BIGLOGY

»x~
8 l O LOG 'i1 & ANTHROPOLOGY
BlOLOGY

*

CHE~iSTRY

*&

MATHEMATI.CS
MATl-'EMATICS
~ATHEMAT ICS

* **

BIOLOGY

*

~ATHEMATICS
PSYCHCLOGY

BIULOGY
BIOLOGY

MINO I<
GECLOGY
CHEMISTRY

CHEMISTRY
ANTHROPOLOGY
~

CHEM IST~Y
MATHEMATICS
PHILOSOPHY
ENGLISH
CC~PUTING & INFO~ SCI
CHEMISTRY
CCMPUTING & INFOR SCI
BI CLOGY & CHEMISTRY
DISTRIBUTED MINO~
CHEMISTRY

· cHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINSTRATIVE SCIENCES
eACHELCR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR
RCBERT
·
PAJsy LEt ATLER,JR
JUO[T 'A BL_YOENBURG

CA

h ANN BODO
NIEL R OREWER

E~~i!Gel-i'ETHLEE~

BURT·
CLARK

CEK~LL'( CREGGER
AN~~ S WAYNE DA I LE y
ERR\' KAY EASLEY
ILB l YNN f:LMS
ERrro E GONZALES
EGCR"
!CHA ., lt:E HATCHER
El fP ANC I S H l pp S

ACCCUNTING
GENERAL BUS~NESS

ACCOUNTING
ACCOUt--.TING
FINANCE
GENERAL BUSlNESS
GENERAL eusINESS
INDLSTRIAL ADMIN
GENERAL BUSINESS
CRG 8EhAVICR & THEORY
GFNERAL 8US[NESS
GENERAL BUSINESS
FINANCE

,,

042
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1974

,
EACHELGR OF BUSI~ESS ADMINISTRATION
t-' AJOR

ACCOUNTING
GENERAL BUSINESS
ACCOUI\TING
GENERAL BUSINESS
FINA NCE
_.
GENERAL BUSINESS
ACCCUf\TlNG
t-'ARKETING
GENERAL BUSINESS
FINANCE
FINANCE

LLEN
KIRKPATRICK
AMO!\ /ILFONSO MAESTAS
IVA ISAAC MARTINEZ
HRIO< A MCCARTHY
ER E -R MONTGOMERY

SAMUEL UVA LOO MON TOY A
!CHAR[ ALLAN SCALE-S
CAVIO l SOMERS
CAVIC 1JO EL STEWART
hRICO M VELASQUEZ
C AR LfS \oJ VICKE RS

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

BACHELOR Of

ARTS IN EDUC ATI ON

~AJOR
ThELMA G I\RREOONDO
EA ELLE N CANAVAN
f ITTy COO K COL BURN
~k CCLAN
El[ SS~ E wI NG
CO ST At\
~ E. S GALLEGOS
IC K
Xl!RlXJOOEX

*

~
SP EC IJIL EDU CATION

~ENR~ y JC GARRE TT
ERRE~ ~ GOt ZAL ES -

ICHAR~E DUANE HARR IS

M HOUSE
C HYMl:L
ES~ I
0BUM I
JENKINS
Ell y KAI AZAWA

cu 1s

ff.ER

ICT I. LANE
uc°l<IA O LASSA
IA C 1ART INEZ

SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPtCIAL EDUCATION
ART E:CUCATICN
ENGLIStJ
ART E:CUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION

*
*
*

HIST ORY
SCCIAL STU DIES CO~P
SOC IAL STU DIES c.orvP
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIJIL ED UCATION
TE:S0l
SPECIJIL EC UCATI ON
SPAl\lSH
ENGLISH

MINOR
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PS'\"C HOLOGY
READING

PSYCHOLOGY
EA RLY CH I LC HOO 0 ED
SPANISH

PS 'tCH OL OG Y
SPA ISH
ENGLISH
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
PORTUGUESE
SPANISH

CU >{IUC

SPC er
SPC El
ART El
SEC El
ART Er
SPC t:r

~

SPC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SPC
SPC
SEC
SPC
SEC
SEC

r

E1
{
£

I
t
l

'

l

- 0~
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BACHELOR Of ARTS I N EDUCATION
t.JAJOR
~ARY ELIZABETH MA YOR
PHRICIA LYNN MCMINN
JCANN 1: PINTO
~A DA CIANNc POLLARO
S SAN l RINALDI
*
PAULlt\E R RIVERA
JEFFR E:t B SCHON BERG·caER T ST ARK
ARE~ -R STRATTO N
AThlYi\ G THEISS
PHRICIA GAIL TRUMP
CATHERINE E Vl NCEN T
ARJOR:t' J hElNST EIN

ECUCATIUN
SPECIAL EDUCATION
TESCL
ART ECUCATICN
SPECIAL ECUG'ATION
SPcCIAL EOUCATICN
ENGLISH
SPECIAL EDUCATION
ART ECUCATICN
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL ECUCATION
ENGLLSH
ART EDUCATI ON

M !NOR

ART

CU RIC
A T

HEALTH EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SOCIOLOGY
HISTORY
AR T EOUCA T ION

E(

SPC
SEC ED
ART EL
SPC El'
l: L

SPC ED
Sf::C E

SPC

E(l

ART ED

PSYCHOLCGY
HEALTH EDUCATION
SPEECH COMMUNICATION

SPC l: [)
S C Erl
SEC E( )
ART E[

RETRO TO 8/2/74

eAChELOR OF ARTS IN RECREATION
MAJOR

~EBECCA MOORE
ILLIEt-'A E G ORTIZ

AURA

RECREATION
t<.ECKEATIO N

MI NOR

BUSINESS EDUCATION

CURRI C
REC ~E/1
RECKE /\

BACHtLOR OF SCIENCE I N EDUCATION
tJAJOR
~R I A H LO A A8 E y TA
GAYLE lYNN /\OKINS
ARB AR~ RH l A' t\ LL EN

~~~~~ ~

E

A RMSTRONG
EE GAY

1

LOISE ANN 13ENNETT

BENNETT
ER
NN 131 RKHA US ER *
STE p~~CE A BLACKHORSE *
~EREo r~[E DEWOLF t3GCK
EvAN
H BUNTING
*
CA GFlINE M CHARLES
AE~~ T Cl-l lQUITO
EB
CUR RY
1:~~~ FRANCES DICK
LO 'X MA DOWNEY
*
I RES p DURAN
ITA fIEL CER
R{A FLE 1 TES
IT A R:AE
AfGAR CIA
*
~LPH iJR ·

tEBkA fJ

~DAL~~LCRES GOOINEZ

• lE Buo:l H GONZALEZ
•-i.~ETT
ARA BROUSSARD
A GAT,LEG/"\S

ELEME~TARY cOU CATI GN
ELEME~TARY ECUCA~I ON
ELEtJE~TARY EDU CATI ON
ELtMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEME~TA RY EDUCATI ON
ELE~ENTARY f. OUCATIC N
ELE~E~TARY EOUCATI CN
ELEtJE~TARY EOUCATI CN
ELEME~TARY EOUCATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATICN
ELE~E~TARY ECUCATION
ELEMc~TARY EDUCATION
ELENE~TARY EDUCATI ON
ElE~c~TARY OUCATION
PUSINESS EDUCAT10~
BUSINESS EDUCATIO~
BUSINESS EDUCATIO~
BUSINESS EOUCATID~
ELE~E~TARY EDUCATION
ELEMf:NTARY EDUCATION
tlEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELEME~T~RY ECUCAT ION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUC~TION
FTY I FDUC & fPECT T FnlrATTn

t-1

INOR

BlLINGUAL EDUCATlO N
HO~E ECON EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
Ak T EDUC ATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
PHY SCI COMP
PSYCHOLOGY
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BIOLOGY
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
ENGLISH
HO~E ~CON EDUCATION
PSYCHOLOGY
HO~E ECON EDUCATION
HC~E ECON EDUCATION
ENGLISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPA I SH
BILINGUAL EDUCAT[ON
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SPEECH COMMUNICATIONS

.URR 1 C
EL LC
El 1:C

EL Et
El EC
EL E:D
EL t C
EL fC
EL f:0
EL t:C
EL EC
El EC
E:L f C

EL EC
EL fC
SE C t:
SEC ECJ
SEC ED
SEC EO
EL fC
EL £C
El ( C
EL fC
EL ED
EL ED
FT,

f"'l

,

PAGE"
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1974

BACHELGR OF SCIENCE (N EDUCATION
MAJOR
ORE'S KAY HAGEN
I JEAN HOWLES
ORAJ. ANN HUNT
ELA JEFFREY
TRIC·IA J KANU I KA
BAR~ KELLNER
TH A KIRKPATRICK
SUE S KITTLE
L A LABARRERE
IZABHH M lASCARI
RON LOUISE LEWIS

*

*
*

llLY ~NN LIPSKY
ANNIE D LOVATO
ACE C MARTINEZ
ACES A fJELENDEZ
LLY ~NN MELLOY
RGI~ ANN MI RABAL

MORRIS

EBAH 8

SEPH THOMAS MO y A
y C\J'ST Ek NAHKA I
E N NUANE: z
TT IN~ ANN NUNN.
Hcernr OTERO

OL UEAN PALMER
ALC PANEHOUEF
(Ky WI LL I AM PARKER
RA :CAWN PICCININI
TIE /. Rl VER A
TH M ROY BAL
lFREO s l sen .
ISEO Z SISNEROS
A St' 1TH

ITA

ARNOLD

*
*

STERCH[

CA fAYE STEWART
HAR{)

*

SWAN

*

IVIA TAFQy A
E E THO MPS UN

~z

o/BHH

C R TURPEN
BA~CRIS VELASQUEZ

*

/J JEA . WHALEN
El-RUCE WILLIAMS.
A A"N WOO DMAN
,

A

JEAN YAZZIE
L JCN ES y All I E

RES B• MARTINEZ
S MCCARTY
CCA SMITH

!Ro TO 5/17 /74

*
*

ELEMENTARY ETIUCAJIGN
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY Eou,ATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCAJION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
FLEMENTARY EDUCA]ION
BIOLOGY
ELEMENTARY 6£UCA~10N
ELEMENlARV EOUCAJION
ELEMENTARY EDUCAl10N
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EOUCAJION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
BU SINESS EOUCATION
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMEKTARY ECUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATICN
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCAiION
PhYSICAL SCIENCE COMP
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
BUSI~ESS EDUCATIO~ .
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDU CATION
ELEMENTARY · EoUCAT ION
BUSINESS ~OUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATIGN
ELE~ENTARY EDUCATION
BUSINESS EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELE~E~TARY ECUCATION
ELEMEf';TARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY ECUCAlION
ELEME~TARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
@ DOUBLE MINOR IN SPANISH

MINOR
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED

HISTORY
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
PSYCHOLOGY
ART EOUCA TION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
HISTORY
HI STORY
HISTO RY
THEATRE ARTS
SOCIAL STUDIES C0MP
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
THEATRE ARTS
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
HEALTH EDUCATION
SPANISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPANISH
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
EA~LY CHILDHOOD ED
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
SPECIAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD ~O
MATHEMATICS
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
Bli_INGUAL EOUCAl,ION
ACCOUNTING
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL SCIENCE COMP
ENGL I SH LIT
ECCNOMICS
SPECIAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
HG~E ECON EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
AILINGUAL EDUCATION
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
SOCIAL STUDIES COMP
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
BILINGUAL EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EOUCATJON
ENGLISH
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED

CURRIC
El EC
EL EC
El ED
EL E
EL ED
EL EC
El EO
EL EC
SEC ED
El EO
El Et:
EL EU
El ED
El ED
El EC
El ED
SEC ED
EL ED
EL EC
EL EC
EL ED
El EC
El EC
EL Et

El EC
SEC ED
El . EO
El ED
SE C ED
El EC
EL EC
EL EO
SEC ED
EL ED
EL EC
EL EC
SEC ED
El EO

EL EU

@.

EL ED

EL EC
El EC
EL ED
EL EC

EL ED
EL ED
EL ED

+

. .

-

04._j
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,
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE ~N HEALTH EDUCATION
~AJOR
~ARC 1~ ANN . STOKER

MlNOR

CURRIC

HEALTh EDUC/\TION

H ED

eACHELCR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EUJCAT ION
MAJOR
CLAUD J;d LYNN ARAGON
JCY Al\t. BOWEi·~
~ARGUE-RITE BROWN
~NCY LEE CALHOUN
LINCA UEAN CLARK
JODAY COPE
ARY f-RANC ES DURAN
~ AX IN E E F l RL l E
lEVlA llNNE HILL
CAROLE LEE KALICH
CATHERINE J KEARr--EY
JUANIT;o A MART INEZ
~NE NC REEN PICKETT
S~ONEY LEANNE RENEAU
CPHELJ:A H S RINALOI
AREN l,REN
ATHRY" S r.EBS TER

%*

*

*

hOME ECON EDUCATlCN
hEC ED G OI ET
HUME ECON ECUCATICN
HCME ECON ECUCATICN
HEC ED G DIET
HC~E ECCN ECUCATICN
HOME ECON EOtJCATIGN
CIE"TETICS
HOME ECCN EDUCATION
HOME ECON EOUCATICN
b.OME ECON EDUCATICN
HOME ECON EOUCAT[C/\
HU ME ECON EOUCATlCI\
f4C ME ECON FCUCATICN
HCf'l,E ECON EOUCATICN
HEC EC t; £ET
DIETET res .

MINOR

CURRIC
H F. (, l:

BIOLOGY
BUSINESS EDUCATION

SP'3NISH

H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC:
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC
H EC

[

l-

f•

L
L
l
~

I
~

f
l
(

t
I

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE lN INDUSTRIAL EDUC AT.ION
MAJOR
OR BER1 P BROWARD
EL MER UOE 8US ros
JA~ES iASH CHAVES
~~~N PHLIP GABALDON
eRuRV 'til(h~RD HUGHES
EVA S JOHNSON
~A El A JOJOLA
DA~ccu- HALL KENYON
JCH~EL _c LUECKENHOFF
fRA~/t REkT VANGUNDY
LIN H WESTER-MAN

~le~!

*

If\DcSlRIJll ECUCATICN
IND t::O t; SPC ED
lNOUSlRIJlL EOUCAT IO N
1NDLSTR1Al ECUCAT!Gf\
lNDUSTRIJ\L EDUCATION
IN O.l.J S TR 1 Jl L EDUCATION
INOuSTRIAL EDUCATICN
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
INO~STRIAL ECUCATIC~
IND USTRIAL EDUCATICN
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATIO N

MINOR

CURR rt

FRENCH

SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC
SEC

El'

Er
£ 11

El
Er
E[

1: I

E'
H'
I I
El

BACHELCR CF SClENCE lN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
r-'AJOR
ARl A E ABEYTA
RAOL E,'r RAE BRAMER

p E

t; S PAN

P~YS1CAL EOUCATIO~

MINOR

CURRIC
P E

Alt1LETIC COACHlt-.G

P E

PAGE 10
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,
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSIC.AL EEUCAT ION
MAJOR

PHYSICAL
PHYSIC~L
PHYSICAL
PHYSIC~l
PHY SI CAL
P~y SIC ~l
PHYSIC.AL
PHYSICAL
PHYSlC~L
PHYSlCAL

CNALC J OAUPH IN
ARRY UO E HANI A
HT hfNRY
CIANA ·R HE~NANCEZ
AMES ELWIN LARGE
AhE St-ANNCN NAIL

CO EY W OSBORNE

ROGERS
CSEPI- FRECERICK RUBY
TEPhAt\ I E S SPEAR
ARLA (

EDUCATICt\
EOUCATIOI\
EDU-CATION
EOUCAT 1(3N
ED\1CAT ION
EOUCATIOt\
EOUCATlOt\
EDUCATlCI\
EC UCATIOt-;
EOUCATIOI\

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

I NIELSON

Ml NOR

BICLOGY
BICLOGY
AT~LETIC COACH I NG
HEALTH EDUCA TI ON
BICLOGY
B[OLOG Y
BICLOGY
ENGLISH
ATr.LETIC CACHING
HEALTH EDUCAT I Ct\
BIOLOGY

COLLEGr GF ENGINFERING
eACHELOR CF E~GINEERING

DY JJ AU R I C l O O~ T l Z
LEX DCNA LD TARNAVSKY

COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENERGY & POWER

BAChELGR OF SCIENCE IN CIVll ENG I NEERING

F ECD IE JO I: AGUIRRE
t ES ~LL EN BAK ER .
LE nusrcN CARVER
l/C UGENE DOLES
J ~~ 'SC GO I\ ZAL ES
S l HE~ ITT , JR
C ES ERICK JAFFE
F A~~E"S S KETTENRING
M
F MO N TOY A
y ES 'w SChUMACHER
t B 'STANKE

F

YS lHLI G
KtEE hH ITE

*

*

CURRIC
p E
p

E

p E
p

E
P E
p E
p E
p E
p E

P E

p E

04:3
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eACHELOR OF SCIENCE {N CHE~ICAL ENGINEERING

ARCCN PRUl<ESATGNKUL
JOH

AHHONY SANCHEZ

SAMUEL HERMAN TORRE S
'k ILLIAf, 0 VARNELL

-·
BACHELOR CF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

ELSCI\ wAYl\f: BARBER
OBER T R BOYD
JAMES lOWARD BRIDGE
ILLIAt,t H BURNETT ,J R
FRED ERIC SEYMOUR COO!<.
SHD C(hTAZ IAN I
~THC l\:Y E GI RAUDC
ILLI~fJ PATRICK KEOGH
CAVID fJE:RR IAM
I-AN I\ flGUYEN .
J HN HILL PETTY
eYRCN lO't.Ell POSTMA
ACK Sl R R PRESSLEY
JI MM Y lEE RILEY
lNSL l'E BRUCE WALT ER
~IC HAEt LE E WHYMS

*

*
*
BACHELOR

t

OF SCifNCE IN ME ChANICAL ENGINE~RIN G

DUSENBERY

/RCELLO MARTIN BACA
~~ES 'II BLOOMER , I [
BER T DAV IC CALLIER
~LPH ERNEST DUNCAN
BER T J F 4CKELMAN

ILL ElLIOTT FOX
ATR ICI< J PUR TELL
LFREC \ ' ALTERS REl:.D

*
Cf FINE AR TS
eACHELCR CF ARTS IN FINE ARTS

COLLECE

tJAJOR

:~~H~

AI\ N Bou RBON
~ER y A BARBARA COHEN
l SUSAN COPELAND

ART STUDIO
ART STUDIO

ART STUDIO

PAGE 12
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COLLEGE CF FINE AR TS
BACHELOR CF ARTS

l~ FINE ARTS

r'AJOR
THEATRE ARTS
ART STUDIO
ART HISTORY
ART ECUCA TiflN

~ABRA tYNNE DREYER
PHILIP T HEFFER1 AN
.SALLY UACKSON
KATHRYT\ G S KOSIBA
RCBERT JEFFREY LEVITT

*

T 11 E AT R E AR T s·
ART STUDIO

ILEH tEHL
HARRY 'A PAYNTER
PA TR I CE E SC HOO L EY

ART STUDIC
ART STUDIO
BACHElCR CF FINE ARTS
,-,AJOR

ABRAHAM CAROL ALLISON

ARCHITECTURE

RALPH € ARf'STRCNG
HARCUS S CAPEL-JONES

GARY 0-ARTOFF
MAURICE B CUTLER
JAMES o/ILLIKEN EVANS
ChR[ST ·INE A FERREIRA
WILLIA1' MAI\UEL GR [EGO
JAMES lEWIS JACO B
JCHN L'EON ARD JA RRARD
BARBAR!A FREY KEUSCH
Will 1AM WADE LARSON
lHOiAS LEE LUCERO
FREOER ICK MAR I AN l TO
~EL!ss~ MILLER
C~A RLJ'f MANU _E l CTERO
lHOMAS EARL ROBSOt'-1
ROCKY ~ RO CGERS
~ARREN H S CHROEDfR
HUGO OCMONIC STEFANI
PATRICIA · ALLYN STONE
ERNEST JAC CB ULIBARRI
iAYNE UOSE PH VIATOR .
LYDE ~NTH CN¥ VIGIL
CAROLYf\ S \, WALKER
J:~ES t- WI\SHINGTON
A~ •ANN h EAT H ER FOR O
ANcy MARGARET MANTER

Af<Cl-!ITECTURE

ARCH ITECTUR E
ARCHllEClURE
ARCHITECTURF
ART STUOIC
ART STUDIO

,•:

ARCHITECTURE
ART STUDIC
ARCHITECTURE
ART STUOlC
ARCHITECTURE

ARChITECTUHE
ARCHITECTURE
AR"T STUDIO
J)RCHITECTURE

ARCHllECTUR
ART SlUDIO

ART STUDIO
ARCHITECTUR E
ART STUDlO

t%

~*

ARCHITECTUf< E
ART STUDIO
ARCHITECTUHE
THE AT RE ART S·
ART STUDIO
ARCt-iITECTURE

ART STUDIO

EACHELCR GF MUSIC
tJ.AJOR
ICHAR[ A CHINISCI
IC HA El
{CLLEc11. ALLAN LAWSON
cc, P MALEY

*
~;;*

r-'l.iS

IC

MUSIC
MUS IC

•
PAGE 13
CER T!f IEC CE:GREE CANDICATES,

FALL

1.;74

BACHELOR OF MLSIG EDUCATIO~

MAJOR
AY At\f\ ZAHM

*

MUSIC EOUC /IT ICN

.'ChOOL OF LA W

JURIS

CCC T( IR

ALPr t BINFORD,JR
~ICHAEL CASEY
LARRY -REY HI LL

OBERT KE:NT PATfEN
ILLIM HAl\LON PUTMAN
Ii MY CURTIS SHOR TY
e UCE ( ST AFFORD
DONALD DAVID MONTOYA

DOCTOR OF . ~F OICINE

E REL RAY LOCHNER
CARL R lCH TER SH ON K
ICHAEt Ct,1 R.k STONE

COLLEGi:- CF NURSi l~G
BACHELCR Gf SCIENCE IN NURSING
Fo. ALD BOLLAR

Ch::c~
JCH NSON ALLEN
EB ST INA '.'1 11ARDEN
I CR ti I- KI\ Y BEST GEN
E~ BC l\FJGLIOLl
(AYL f BOYLE.
4U~y tau CRAl,.J LEY
EAN CROSBY
AR/E MARIE DAMOUR

e/Y
u/

ALLEN EDWARDS
t E El" ER Y
OL 'A F~ llNK

1

RGAR C
IC cT p GABALDON
JEREr,,
GLICKMAN

%

*%

04:'6
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CER TIFIED OEGREE CANDIUATES, FALL

197 4

COLLEGE OF NURSI NG

eACH ELOR OF SCIENC E

fN

NUR SING

~ESR A 'ANN I-ARMS

m GA IL HARRELL
AR I E l J ARA Ml L L 0
CAN A /JAR I E KN OWL TON
A DREW RALPH LEYBA
El HU~ LINDSTR OM
YNTH IA ELAINE MILL·ER
ARO L ttiNt\ t'ILLS
£:TH /JAR Y M NANCE
ARC IA ANN NELSO N
LFRE C JOSEP H PAYNTER
CNNA LEE PISCITELLI
AkY B TH REEVES
HER YL LAt\ E ROME RU
ANC Y 'ANN SALLESE
LOR IA D SANDOVAL
RISTE/\ SCl-iMlOT
ACOUE UNE M SECATORE
l<O L '1~N SELH E IMER
ARC L ~ C SHAORO N
ARE N SIMMONS
USA 5HERYL S TO ABS
OBE RH J A VAS ~U EZ
EL ~IE VELASC O
ADEL f\ REYES ZOWN IR

&*

)~%

*%

(. 11LLEGF CF

PHAR M/\ CY

BACHE LC R CF SCIENCE I N PHAR~ACY

PAGE 15
C TJ F IEC CEG REE CAN O[CATES,

FALL

197 4

GRADUATE SCHOOL

MASTER OF ARTS
MAJOR
TI E GERLACH

c° CLAUDE
JARAMILLO
YO
C PARRA
l SEDILLO

re O HELF

ALLE1'.
UINO ,J K
E I A M ARELLANO
IVER/1 ARMIJO
RAGO ASTHOLZ
p ER ATKINS01
FAC UCK ATwO OO
l{Q ERO BACA
G BII SHE.I N

8 ON ACCUkS[
EL VA BURNS

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
RECREATI0
ELE.l1ENTARY ED CATI0
GUIDANCE
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIO S

SPECIAL fCU CATI N
ENG Ll SH
ElcME~TAKY ECUCATl N
ELEME~TARY ECUCATI O
ED ADMINISTRATIO

FUU~CAJLCNS OF ED
ECO, tJ !CS
ELEMF~TAKY D CATIC
ENGLISH
SPECIAL ECUCATICN
hlSTOR't'

•

04

PAGE 16

CERTIFJEC CEGREE CANDIDATES,

l<:l7 4

FALL

MASTER OF ARTS
MAJOR
GREGOR:¥ LOU IS CANDELA
LORETT'.d RITA CARKILLO
FANCE VEGA CASAL IS
~ICH AEL H CIESIELSKI

AR l E EL l l ABET H C LARK
ARC I/1 ROCI-ELLE COHEN
CN O CON E SCU
CA IEL CONT I
CE NIS CONTRERAS
11ERA LC R CORNELIUS, JR
ILLIA1" JOHN CRONIN
LEA~ SLBLETTE CURRY
JOSEPH M DEAL
ILLIE LOUISE DE:W
OCE LY~ A CURK IN JAMES
EX LnN EAVES
JO KAH RYN ECKART
C6LE A'PRIL ENGLEKIRK
ARV K ESQUIVEL
YLV IA A ROMERO FOX
ELBER T A FRA ISSI NET
l A RY IJO E GARCIA
ESS IE CEL GASKINS
IA E CAROL GOLDFARB
EVERUI' A RE AM GKAOY
CNOA LEE HAWORTH
TRICIA ANN HEPLER
ELLEt\ 'P ETH HINMAN
ATHRY t,. F HO LMES
AZE L ~ WE AVfR HU BLER
ILL Jt,y
/~E LCUDO ~ JOHNSON
C ARCJN E L KLINGNER
/ ~~IE J LEEDS
E/RCt\ KAY MO I SE LEVY
eARIA H L EYOEN
LCU IS CARY LONDIS
~DY Af\N BEAKOEN LOVE
A~NARC N MAL DONADO
E/RY t-- 0 f MAt\UEL ITO
ER L.'t JO AN MART IN
EORGE V
y~
AS CO MART IN
E MERC ER
\/E LL THO MAS MORGAN
LY ~ (MAL LEY

o~!E

K U OTTEN I

~R I S CA MER ON PARKEK
E htE tJ CNICA PAT A
A C·R KA y E PO S T

ENGLISH

EL[Mff\TARY EDUCATION
GUICAI\CE
RECRE/lTION
L AT l N AtJ. ER I C·A f\ ST UD IE
ART

PHILOSCPHY
SECCNDARY ECUCAT[CI\
GUIDANCE
PCLITICAL S C IENCE
SPECIAL EDU CATION
SPECIAL ECU CATION

ART
SPECIAL EOU CATICN
SPECIAL ECU CATION
SPECIAL EDU CATION

~USIC
SP Atd SH
GUIOAI\_CE
SPECIAL EDU CATION
S~CCNCARY ECUCATICN

SPECl/ll ECU CATION
POLITICAL S C IENCE
PCLll IC.AL S C IENCE
SECONDARY EOU CATICI\
SPECIAL EDU CATION
ELEMEI\TARY E DUCA~IGN
SP(ClAL EDU CATION
ELE~EI\TARY EDUCATlCN
ELE~tl\TARY CUCATICN
ART
.
ELE~EI\TARY ECUCATIGN

SPECIAL EDU CAT[ON
GUI CANCE
ELE~EI\TARY ECUCATION
SPECIAL EDU CATION

SPECIAL EOUCAT[ON
ED ADMINISTRATION
LATIN AMERI CAN SJLDI E
ELE~EI\TARY EDUCATIO N

ELE~EI\TARY EDUCATICN
SECONCARY EOUCATICN
SPECIAL ECU CATION
SPAI\ISH
PSYCHOLOGY
GUICAI\CE
R ECREATION

ELEM~~TARY EDUCATIO r
ELE~EI\TARY f OUCATICN

04~9
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CERTIF-IEC CEGREE CA ND lOATFS ,

FALL

197 4

MASTER Of JI RTS

PROHASKA
R!CHARC BEt\ NETT REEP

LATIN AMERICAN STLCIE

CHARLE~ WESLEY REID

ART ECUCATICN
SPANISH
~RT
-·
ECOf\.OMICS
GEOGRAPHY
Af\ThRCPCL OGY
SPECIAL EO UCATI G~
ART
SECCNOARY ECU CAT[Ct\
SOCIOL OG Y
SPECIAL EDU CATIO N
ELE~E NTA RY ECUCATI CN
SPtCIAL EDUCATION
Et\GLISIFCUNDATIONS OF ED

C~AHH RGY

nR I At' ROJAS

HRIDEL RUBENSTEIN
ANTHON:.' H SANCHEZ
LUZ ~AHNA SANCHEZ
RANDALl F SCHALK
CAVIO \\ SCHNITZLER
D!A~A l SCH GENFE LO
JAMES fATRICK S HAvi
CCNALC G SI MM ER MA CHER
COMST.Al\CE T SIM MON S
Ell SA '( SN IDER
STEPf1A~[E I STALKER
~ILLIArtJ lE ON ARO STULL
AMARYLtES F TRUJILL O
ETHEL }. TUCKER

LI NDA .FOST VANB USKIRK
JAN KUflLER WILLIAMS
EUNICE SAVAGE WILSON
DONNA LOU I SE WI SE
liHlTNEX A wOODWORTH

ST EPHA ~ IE C WU
STEVEN A YATES

ART

RETRO TO 8/2 /74

ED ADMINISTRATION

Et\GLISH
LATIN AMERICAN STLDIE
r.tJlCA~CE

ED ADMINISTRAT ION

ELE~ENTARY EDUCA TI ON
fJATl1E1"AT ICS
ART
MASTER OF ARTS 1N PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

AN GLADA
DAV l D MONT CY A
SHERR'r R. RU SF ELD

J B RO
CCNAL C

SAt-lCRA PRif\CE RUDNICK
lCHARt W TUTTLE
GARY Ri!lY VI ALL
THCMAS ECW lN WILSON

fJASTER CF A~CHITECTURE

~~::t\

CA

ZC H llGU IL AR
RE'\' lH CM AS KLAS

p/lD 11 KLEIN

G~~RG MCI--ENRY,JR
T JE~ ER PHILIPS

PAGE 18
CER TIFIED CEGREE CA C\ OIO ATES,

FALL

197 4

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

RCN AL C O SC HAPP AUGH
CARL E STOEHR
.FREDEIHCK SWETLAND

-·
~ASTER CF ARTS IN TEACHING BUS[NESS SUBJEC1S

~~ARANfTE Ct-AVEZ

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS

LAINE f FISHER

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS

~D RH THOf'IAS ORAVECZ
CA RLl'Cf\ R PENNINGTON
SI DN EY SH[H-CHWEN YEN

~ASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHlNG MATHEMATICS

( SC AR t CtxALC CARLS ON
JAME S IPATKlCK GARCIA
OB ERT D HOtJ.OLKA
JEA~ (CONN ELL
CUANE \I OL SON

Eow IN

LMER ~CHN · ORL OSK y
T MM y J SA LLIE,JR
EIT n I< SM l TH
.
LAw RH C SN UGGERUO

ETTE :CE F TUT EWCHL
lLIP t FAlLANO VICK
A. MACK.ARON

. C4('

5

PAGE 19
CERTif.JEC CEG EE Cf. D I CA T ES ,

ALL

1c:; - 4

A T E: R OF Af{ T S 1

SHERI 1/J BEtd SC HE
CYNTh HA SM ITH
I MO

rl::ACH I G SC I E~ C E

Is
~ AS TF

OF A ~S

IN TEACHlNG SPANISH

ELIVER IO C A EZ
PEGGY ( KGt-L R
LORETTA C JACOME

f-'AST ER

USINESS AOMI

F

~AJ OR
~ICHAEl TER Y ALL I SO
ANDRE" LELAf\D BE I R
KARE N 1/J BOL O
SCVLEYtJA NE CISSE
CAVIO ~ILTC EPPL E
WILLIA~ C GALL AG Et<
ALLEN AMESGlR O EH
KARL W'ERNER GUSTAFS
STEPhEt\ RAY HARr,.AA
ARLEY ~~
~ WARD
LAW RENCE L LA GO O
CLYDE EATE S
AlLS AA li<
SANGRA;~ S 1 Nl,H GHOMAN
KENNETt- SZ YNDE:L

eu s I

ESS ADM [
LSINESS AlJ ' I!\
fHJ S1 ESS AD 1 f\
BU Slfl.ESS /10 1 11\
tiU Sl ESS fl C [f\
HUS1 ESS AD MI

BU I ESS AC MI

eu

ACMIN

1

ESS AC I I
BLSINESS ADI" If\
B SI~ S AD IN
LSI
SS AD f'J lf\
BUSIN SS AD If\

Bl.ISi

f-'AST

RIC HAR[ ALLA
KNAPP
FRANI( JOSEPH ROLLA JR

AD t IN

tHJS 1

R CF FINE

lNE ARTS

I E ARTS
t'AS T R CF Ml-SIC

MICHAEL D

AULDI

RTS

ISTRATION

.

.

04.42
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CERTIFIED CEGREE CANDIOATfS, FALL

1974

~ASTER OF MUSIC ECUCATION

RCNALC JCHN FUSS

~ASTER OF SCIENCE

-·
f"AJOR

SAYEEC AFS.AR
~ARIA ITERESA ALLISON
DONALC ROY ANDERSON
ROBERT CALE ASTLEFORO
PATRIC-IA JEAN BAYLESS
WILBUR JAY BOEGLI,111
WENDY ,~LLEN CARLSGN
ELLEN fJAUR.O CASTILLE
JOHN SCOTT DAV IS
JOHN FRANCIS OAhSUN
CAVIO a<ENT DENNI SON
POBERT CAV lO ENZ

scan

KINGSLEY EVAt\S

LAR.RY -RAY FRAZIER
TOMMY ·I-I CHARD . FULGHAM
GEORGE JOSEPH GA l L
JOHN XIAVIER GONZALES
MARSHA JEA f\ GROVER
JERRY :GALE HANKS

MARV IN V J R HARLOW
ALEXA~CER HARVEY
PAUL f-RANK HU\ VA
tERALCINE C "ILL ING
CAVIO C JA 11 ES
JUDY l{IGH JONES
YCHN S-i K K .A t\G

DAVI O ~ KO F. HLE R

JEFFRY JOSEPH LEARY
JOHN WtYNE LI LLB ERG

~~OYO t LI NOQU IST, I I
NALC ARTI-UR LOBATO
LEWIS f- LO WE

:tORIA~ MALDONADO
CAN A MARCHIONCO·
E?HAM ART HUR MARK

kA IZAB(TH
MARSHALL
~ HiRYf\ MCCARTHY
c~~iAEl E MCILWAIN
8Rt LE"S C MCNEELY
CHAt STEPHEN MISANKO
SYLV LE~ P t-'ONTOYA
SArrn IA NUN!::Z
liASHEMIAN

CIVIL ENGINEERING
PHYSICAL EC UCATIC~
~UCLEAR E~GINEERI~G
~UCLEAR ENGINEERl~G
CCMPUTI~G & l~FOR SCI
CLVIL ENGINEERING
CCMMUN OISO~OERS
COM~U~ DISORDERS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL EN GR
t\UCLEAR ENGl~EERl~G
Gl:OLOGY
PHYSICAL ECUCATIO~
ELECTRICAL ENGR
ELECTPlCAL - ENGR
GEOLOGY
PHYSICAL EO UCATIC~
COMHUt\ CISGRCERS
ELECTRICAL FNGR
ELECTRICAL fNGR ·
ELECTPICAL ENGR
GEOLOGY
HEALTH EDUCATION

Elf:CTRIC~L ENGR
BIOLOGY
O·Et-'ISTRY
BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY
ELECTRICAL ENGR
~UCLEAR ENGINEERl~G
MECrANICAL [f\Gf<
ELECTRICAL ENGR
GEOLCGY
BIOLOGY

BIOLOGY
CC~f"U~ DISORCl:RS
CGMMUN DISORDERS

CHEMISTRY
NUCLEAR ENGINEEg{t\G
MEDICAL SCI FN CES
BIOLOGY
CHEl-11 STRY

ELECTRICAL ENGR

PAGE 21
CERT lFIEC CEGREE CANDIDATES,

FALL

197 "1

~ASTER OF S C IENCE

MA JOR
PETER l- PACHE
~E NI S LE E PAL MER
STEPhEf\ FR.ANK PICKETT
AR Y
PLANNER
llll Af-' DOYLE PRATHER
PAUL SAS A
CAN lELlE K SEAGER
OBERT J SECA TORE
ldlllAf' S SHINGLER
DIA A fJARI E SI MS
JAC UEl INF W SOLOMON
CA IE l KE 1T H T ISLER
SI.LL Y tOUI SE TUFT
ALFREC JOSEPH VALDEZ
JCH~ Kt-.OX WOOTEN
LAW ENCE YOFFEE

£:IO LOGY
BIOLOGY
ELECTRICAL ENGR
GEOLCGY
ELECTRICAL EJ\GR
NUCLEAR ENGINEERlt\G
CGt-lPUT ING C ·INFO R SCI
BIOLOGY
~UCLEAR ENGINEERl~G
PHYSIC.AL ED UCATIO~
HEALTH EOUC6TI0N
NUCLEAR ENGINEERl~G
CCMMU~ DISC ROERS
COMMUN DISORDERS
ELECTRICAL ENGR
CCMt-'Ut\ DISO RDERS
DOCTOR CF P ILOS OPHY
r-' AJO R

INSER E ALEXANDER
ATI-MdEL E ARChULETA
EAL R ARMSTRONG
EHLI E B BEISMAN
LA RH LEMIEUX BLAND
CA~ELL lS BUCK
lRG[ IA C CARLETO~

~

THO AS A DUFFEY,JR
CURT IS"S I<. EW ING

CAVIQ -flOBERT GIFFORD
e. UCE CLAUSEN GOPLEN
S A C K HA hS
IC ARO ALLAN HARRIS
C U G-:-YEN HUANG
.
CBER T REEU HUNT
AUDREk JOH N JONIAK,JR
O EY MAE JOSEPH
LA y A KIRKPATRIC!.<
CE C LA 1PORT
· L IAt-i~E L P LOCKWOOD

Ell'( !JO MA HART
LUL ~lNRY MEKR I TT
l~EN !KENNETH MOORE

HARt B MOORE
:LAL 1"UK.HOPADHYAY
IX ~EVILLE NUNEZ
BERT K• MCMAIN

ELECTRICAL Et\GR
CURR IC & IN STR
Cr.Et-'lSTRY
ENGLLSH
FOU 'OATlONS OF EQ
CURRIC £ l"' STR
CURRIC & IN STR
~~

CIVIL ENG[ ' FER II\G
FOUNDATIONS OF ED

SPA~ISH
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS
t-'ECHAf'..ICAL £:~GR
PSYCHCLOGY
fCUI\G~TICNS OF 0
PHILOSCPHY
MEDICAL SClf CES

CURRIC

I~STR
PUPIL PERSC NEL SERV
CU RIC & IN STR
t-'ECHAt\lCAl f l\GR
£

BIOLOGY

G OLGGY
GFULGGY

BIOLOGY

PUPIL PERSONNEL SERV

PAGE 22

CEk Tl F IE D CE GREE CAN D I CAT ES ,

f- All

l 974

CUCTOR OF PHILOSCPHY
~AJOR
ALFRED l PAOULA,JR
STEVEN l RANCK
GEORGE M REYNOLDS
SUSAN ANN ROBERTS
JASON ,f'ART IN ROGERS
Atl~ABEtLE R $COON
COUGLA~ K STEVENSON.
ELLERY STORM
THO ~A S C TOPP l NO
AURILIO E VIGIL
ELAKE F WHITE,JR
A- GO~ WONG

HISTORY
CURRIC £.

IN S TR

hISTORY

HISTORY
LANGUAGES
FCU~OATICNS OF EC
CURR I C & I NS TR
PHYSICS
PSY(HCLCGY
POLITICA L SClENCE
PUPIL PERSO NN EL SERV
ELECTRICAL ENGR

ROMANCE

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
FRANCIS W. COFFEE
JOHN B. MONDRAGON
JOHN EMMETT RITTER

Cl.ARE IGNATIA SHARP

CURRIC
CURRIC
CURRIC
CURRIC

& INSTR
& INSTR
& INSTR
& INSTR

,.

04~5
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All

CERTJFIEC CEGREF CA DI ' TES ,

1S 74

e Cb LCR CF U
JOHN P ANAMOSA
JOSE A ALVAREZ
JCE APCOAC /I
HENR Y 'A Ml JO
MARIE lA BACA

PHILLU: ROPERT BAC
LEE CRAIG BENJ AM l
JONA Tl-'A N M tCHAEL t3
G
R!ChAR{ ELL lS BO '~MA
ROBERT W B YO
*
RALP H 'EOZA I AN
JCHN J{SEP f. BR ITLI G
BARBAR\6 A ROw
CAv10 ,eRUSSl:LL

EMILY ~UNT ING
PAMELA GAI L BUR
JAMES

~

TT

*

BUR S
RETRO TO 8 / 2/7 4
CHERYL FAY CALVE T
BRUCE STUA q CA P8tll *

BoacA~MIG ANI
ILLI~Jw BR CK CARTER
4LBER T PATRICK CHAVEZ

?roLA BENNETT
81.ANCA O. CASSO

IVERS1TY STUCIES

I

PAGE 24
CERTIFIED DEGREE CA D l C T lS '

FAL

tAChE C

RAY JOE CLARK

~ORACE SAMUEL CHA
Z
WILUMJ A CHRE IST
LAURIE ESTA COHE
"CARL R'E l O COL t
CIA NE {ALE S COU
EY
JAMES ·~ CULBE TS O
BRUCE KELL EV DAV IS
CHAR LES WAYt\E: OEGA
JOSE t D L PORT [ L L O
RETJ O 5/19/74
KATHER JNE A DEMUTH
*&
FRA NK lAW R ENC
Dl Z
RICHARC LEE DILL
WENDY :AL IC E D DOS
* RET O 8/2/74
SAMUEL MIChti L OUtH:dS *
CARL S'1UART DU LAP
NARC IS( F CURA
*
GARY Ct AUD EAST E LY
ERNESHNE EVE R 0
ROBERT C FAR R El L
~AURI,C'E W FCRD, I I
RCNALC PAUL FRA LI
RICHARr ANTH
y
ALAZ
JCHN G{LOE~ . G AY
CHARLES GR I EGO
RUDY R GUTIERREZ
ROBERT W HAGGE: TY, JR
JESSE ~ILLlAM HAtAPT O
CAV[C ~IALT R HEl LY
CORit\t\lE M 1-'EN I"1G
*&
CAROllflE M HEY A O
ROBERT L HICKS
~ANCY CORE t\ HILOI G
JANET f HI SEY
FRANCES M f HOGA
JULIA If HG(AN
~IA MARTHA C HOUK
CLAREt\'{E h UTCHtNS
RI CHA Rt M JCHNS TON
JOHN L JON ES
CENNIS Alf R KIL
SAM Eltrs KI RK
DALE Af\NE KOWELL
GGROOt\ C L flNG
JEFFRE) I LANG
EDWARC J L !:DE:R
~RIAN t-'ICh AE L LEVANT
/NTHIA B LEWIECKI
&*
LiNEsr LAU PENCE LEwlS
'l'l,DNEL WILLIAM LGPEZ
,nO}fAs L JACOBS

Too MARTIN KLEIN

197

OF U IVER<[T

STuOIES

PAGE 25

All

CERTlFlf.D CEG REt CA DI AT

l

, ,,

BACh LCR Cf
DAVID B LICHT
FRANK CHANGLAN MA
POBERT A M/\CPHE~SuN
Prllllf F 1-'AR B t{RY
.LAWRE~CE CARL
ARSH
J UO I TH M MA S l
*
BELlf\O.A JOY
ASU
SUE BEcrH MCOO FLL
*
ROBERT BRUCE Cl T
*
VIRGHdA J O MC ILL I
1 LISA ~!.A RI E ME
GIS
*
CAVIO lfOWA O MICH L
CAVIC i1-'ILLS
CRAIG F ~OLE AA
BARB AR~ E MC AT T
RC NAL f!RUCE M RS
WlLLIO N f\ADEL
CATHERINE L l CHO L S
VINCEf\1 PAUL OLA
MARG.6R'ET J f\ GA D
CHRISTl'~A M ORT GA
~LEX ~ A PAClLL A
DEL OR ES E PADILLA
RICHARC: DONAL O ARK
ernn-A M s PA KER
CEBRA 'SUE PAY E
I SU
ZAf\M: JO p TE so
l !NOA JEA PL ATT
JAMES lHEC POSEY, J
CHA RLES L Al
ATE:
JAt-.E Af\Nt:. RA KI
*
RIC HAf...C REID RATL IF F
SHARQ~ JA E KOBE TS O
*
VIRGit\ IA A N AL ALAR
ADOLPH P S -'NCH Z
DENN IS T SANC H Z
JOSE AlFO SO SA
H l
JULIA 't SA r,.. CH E Z
LEO P SANO CVAL
RIC HAR( 8 A O U l ST
GLHOA L S ATH: L ME Y R
MICHAEL J SCHKOEDE:K
lAN G .SCHULTZ
.
~ANCY CAROL SCH ART Z
JOAN ElAlN E SHAIN
DANA f-'"R l E SHEA
JACQUE!L YN SHE EHA
fARL JCS E PH SHUG RM AN
ALBERT A S lMBALLA

VICTOR RAY SIRWINSKl
CECIL f.'ICHAEL SMITH

IIADELINE MCDONALD
Jft.Nrs J NIC
s

RETRO TO 8/ 2/74

I E:RSITY ST DIES

t'

OL! ,. 8 '

PAGE

tE:RTIFIED CEGREE CANDIDATES, FALL

197 '1

BACHELCR CF UNIVERSITY StUCIES
*

JULIA D TRYK
JIMMY D WARD

~ARILY:11 BAHr-' SMITH
PATSY~ SMtTH

~lCttAEl G STANLEY
~ARY l:EE STEW Al{T
ILLI At-1 P STODDARD

-·

MARGARET F SUTHERLAND
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THE UNIVERSITY OF" NEW MEXICO

DATE:

,.
October 21, 1974

The University Faculty
Robert M, Weaver, Chairman, Committee on Entrance and Credits

~

Proposal for Revised Freshman Admission Requirements
Concern over the lack of adequate preparation of many of the University's
entering freshmen as evidenced by studies that have been made in various
offices of the University during the past several semesters has led the
Committee on Entrance and Credits to an examination of existing requirements for admission.
Between 1946 and 1970 criteria for admission as a freshman included completion of specific subject matter at the high school level. Shortly after
the University eliminated subject matter admission requirements, changes
in high school curricula and graduation requirements began which have
permitted students to graduate with considerably less academic preparation
than was once the case.
Although it recognizes that such a move is not a total solution to the
problem, the Committee on Entrance and Credits, meeting on October 11, 1974,
voted to recommend to the General Faculty approval of re-institution, effective with the 1977 Fall semester, of subject matter admission requirements
as reflected in the following revised text for the University's general
catalog. The reason for projecting this change to the 1977 Fall is to
permit high schools sufficient lead time for any necessary curricular changes
as well as for students to become acquainted with and be prepared to meet
admission requirements.

RECOMMENDED REVISED ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
AIMISSION BY CERTIFICATE
The standard of preparation for admission to freshman status in the
University is the four-year high school course.
The minimum qualitative requirement for admission is a grade average of
c (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in previous academic work exclusive of grades in P.E.
activity and ensemble music courses.
High schools accredited by regional accrediting associations, state departments of education, or state universities, are recognized by the University of
New Mexico. Graduates of accredited high schools who meet qualitative requirements of the University may be admitted upon presentation of transcripts showing
a minimum of 15 acceptable units. Graduates of unaccredited or partially
accredited high schools who present transcripts which meet admission requirements in all respects except accreditation may become eligible for admission
upon validating the unaccredited high school work by qualifying scores on the
American College Test.
SUBJECT MATTER REQUIREMENTS. In determining admission status, it is the
primary concern of the University that the applicant have adequate preparation
for successful college work. As evidence of adequate preparation, it is required
that the applicant's transcript show within the 15 minimum required units succ aful completion of at least 13 units in specified subject-matter areas. Of thee
13 units, 9 units must be distributed as follows:
English--3 units
Social Studies--2 units (including 1 unit in U.S. History)
Natural Sciences--2 units, 1 unit of which must be in Biology, Chemi try,
or Physics
Students intending to study nursing are advised to have completed at
least 1 unit in chemistry.
Mathematics--2 units (Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, or higher mathematics)
The minimum 2~unit requirement may be satisfied with 2 units of algebra
or 1 unit of algebra and 1 unit of geometry.
A student intending to study engineering or architecture will find it
necessary in order to complete his prescribed curriculum without loss
of time, ~o have completed at least the following high school mathematics:
2 units of algebra, 1 unit of plane geometry,~ unit of trigonometry or
college-preparatory mathematics. See "High School Preparation" in
College of Engineering or Department of Architecture sections. These
preparatory courses are also recommended for students planning to major
in mathematics.
Students planning to enter the fields of pharmacy, pre""1?ledicine, predentistry, nursing, the sciences, or business administration are advised
to include in their preparation at least intermediate algebra and plane
geometry.
The remaining 4 units of the specified 13 must be chosen from the following
list of restricted electives. Not more than 2 units may be chosen from any
one group except for group B.
Group A--English Journalism, Speech
Group B--French,'spanish, Latin, German, and other foreign langu~~es
Group C--Algebra, Plane Geometry, Solid Geometry, Trigonometry,
higher mathematics

-
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Group D--General Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Physiology,
Geology
Group E--History, Geography, Sociology, Economics, Government,
Psychology, Social Science
Group F--Fine Arts (Music, Art, Drama)
The 2 or more additional units may be from any courses for which
credit is granted by the student's high school.
DEFICIENCIES. Deficiencies in one ot more of the four specified subject
matter areas (English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Natural Sciences) may be
satisfied by attainment of an ACT score of 20 or higher in that area or areas.
All deficiencies may be satisfied by a composite ACT score of 22 or higher.
Subject matter deficiencies cannot be satisfied in any other way.
SPECIAL ADMISSIONS. A limited number of students may be admitted to the
University each year without regard to the specific subject matter requirements
set forth above,upon review and approval by the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
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Report of the Athletic Council to the Faculty
November 1974

This report is submitt ed in compliance with the UNM Faculty Handbook.

The

report covers the 1973-74 fiscal year and includes the following items:
1. Summary of grants-in-aid awarded during the 1973-1974 fiscal year.
2. Academic standing of student athletes and student athlete enrollment
by college.
3.

Income and expenditures for Department of Intercollegiate Athletics
for fiscal year 1973-1974 and the UNM Lobo Club Statement of Revenues
and Expenditures.

4. Activities of the Athletic Council during fiscal year 1973-1974.

Athletic Grants-in-Aid

A total of 286 male students received athletic grants-in-aid during the
l973-1974 academic year.

The grants-in-aid amounted to a total of $466,377.

Training table expenses were $52,781.69 and textbook expenses were $20,595.67.
Total expenditures on athletic grants-in-aid, training table and textbooks wa~
$539,714.36.

This expenditure was an increase of $87,667.23 over -the amount

spent in fiscal year 1972-1973.

In fiscal year 1973-1974 286 grants-in-aid were

awarded, compared to 263 in fiscal year 1972-1973.

Average grant per male stu-

dent athlete decreased to $1887 .11 in fiscal year 1973-1974, compared to an average 8
rant of $1,952.22 in fiscal year 1972-1973. A breakdown of athletic grantsin-aid by sport for male athletes is recorded in Table 1.
A total of eight women students received grants-in-aid during the 1973- 1974
acadeau.

c Year.

The grants totaled $3,616.

- 8
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TABLE 1
Athletic Grants in Aid
Academic Year 1973-74
AVERAGE

AMOUNT

PER ATHLETE

131

$252,722.00

$1929

Basketball

20

40,347.00

2017

Baseball

28

27,340.00

976

Golf

11

15,010.00

1365

Gymnastics

17

18,993.00

1117

Swimming

17

22,141.00

1302

Tennis

8

13,935.00

1742

Track

31

63,447.00

2047

Wrestling

J1

17,402.00

757

Total

286

$471,337.00

NUMBER OF ATHLETES

SPORT
Football

Training

Table

Athletic Books
Total

(Male)

Women's

-

Athletics (8 teams)

$ 52,781.69
~

20,595.67
•

$544,714.36
$

3,616.00

$ 452

- 9
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Academic Standing of Student Athletes
Table 2 shows the distribution of grade point average for all male student
athletes who were declared eligible for participation in intercollegiate athletics during 1973-1974.
freshmen.

No grade point average is recorded for first semester

These data were compiled from GPA information reported to the West-

ern Athletic Conference (WAC Form No. 5, Certificate of Eligibility and Scholarship).
The WAC GPA is computed using studies completed at all universities, includes
grades on all courses attempted in which a grade has been assigned, and utilizes
only the highest grade on a course which has been repeated.

The WAC scholastic

table requires a 1.60 GPA for freshmen, 1.70 for sophomores, 1.80 for first semester juniors, 1.85 for second semester juniors, 1.90 for first semester seniors
and 1. 92 for second semester seniors.

In addition, to be eligible in a given

sport a student must have passed a minimum of 24 semester credit hours during
the previous year.
The grade distribution for all male athletes is virtually identical with
that of last year:

10 percent had a GPA below 2.00; 70 percent had a GPA between

2 00 d
·
• an 2.99; 20 percent had a GPA of 3.00 or above.
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TABLE

2

WAC GPA Distribution of Student Athletes (Male)
Date of
Report

Below
2.0

2.99

74

2

23

1

15

Football

74
Sept -73
Sept 73

3
11

3
11

Golf

Feb

3
50
16

Gymnastics

Jan

7
4

7

Tennie

Baseball

Feb

Basketball

Jan

Cross Country Track

P'eb

74
74
74

0

Track

Mar

74

3

Swimming

Jan

74

Wrestling

Jan

74

1
0

2.00-

3.004.00

First Seaester
Freshmen

7
4
7

40

2
3

s

1

22
23

8

4

17

1

2

Source: Western Athletic Conference Form No. 5, Certificate of Eligibility.
Table 3 shows the UNM GPA for male student athletes who were declared eligibl

f

.

or participation in intercollegiate athletics during fiscal year 1973-1974.

Reported in Table 3 is the cumulative GPA thru the Spring Semester 1974.
llNM G
.
PA includes only courses completed at UNM.

The
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TABLE 3
CPA Di t ibu ion of Student Athletes (Male)
C
l t1v GPA thru Spring 1974
Below

2.0

2.002.99

3.004.00

Baseball

5

21

6

Basketball

2

16

2

Cross Coun ry Tr c

3

8

4

34

55

8

Golf

3

14

2

Gymnast ice.

1

6

7

Tennis

2

2

3

Track

5

24

3

Sw

1

20

10

Wrestlin

3

17

2

59

183

47

289

16.3%

100%

Football

TOTAL

20.4%
Table 4
athlet

ho

d
0

C

i

ib . o
t

63.3%

of grade point

verage for women

n- id during fiscal year 1973-1974.

ABLE 4
D

on of Student Athletes (Female)
GP

thru Spring 1974
2.002.99

1

3.004.00
3

- 0457
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Table 5 shows the enrollment by colleges of student athletes who received
grants-in-aid during fiscal year 1973-1974.

TABLE 5
Enrollment of Student Athletes by Colleges
1973-74 Grants-in-Aid

UNIV.

A&S

98

EDUC.

ENGR.

F.A.

8

12

1

1

9

1

21

1

1

Golf

7

1

1

Gymnastics

9

2

Swimming

9

4

Football
Basketball
Baseball

B&AS

NURS.

BUS

TOTAL

11

131

4

6

20

2

3

28

2

11

5

1

17

2

2

17

3
2

8
31
23

1

8

31

294

Tennis
Track

7
21

2

3

Wrestling
Women's
Athletics
TOTAL

14

2

3

1

2

1

1

4

1

1

3
198

PHAR.

21

3

33

1

2

1
1

1

.!!!come and Expenditures
Table 6 shows income and expenditures for the Department of Intercollegiate
Athletics for fiscal year 1973-1974 and the budget for 1974-1975.

-
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TABLE 6
Summary of Intercollegiate Athletics

REVENUES
Reg. Stu. Fees
Govt. Aooroo.-State
Private Gifts. Grants & Contr.
Sales & Serv.
Radio, TV
Other Sources-Guarantees
Concessions
Tot. Revenue
BEGINNING BALANCES
TOTAL AVAILABLE
EXPEND. Not Reo t • bv Ind • Soort
Professional Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Sec' v. & Clerical Salaries
Stu. Salaries
Temoorarv Salaries
Suoolies & Exoense
Travel
Reoairs
Other
,_
Retirement
,_ Social Securitv
Grouo Insurance
,_
Workmen's Comoensation
·-,_ Unemolovment Comoensation
Utilities
,_ CharS?e for Inst. Suoo. Costs
·- Chanie for Plant O & M Costs
,_E~. Reot. by Indiv. Sport
,_ ot. Exnenditures
1~ING BALANCE
1-UNDISTRIBUTED REVENUE
1--1-MYENUES
1--l_tudent Fees
i___gate Aooroo.
1--l!!nor Snorts
i--.Qifts & Grants
l~ c i a l Events
---!2!_a1 Revenue

ACTUAL 1973-74

BUDGET 1974-75

388,444
300,000
83,060
626.952
197,082
176.940
15.000
1.787.478
124,652
1,912.130

385.000
320.000
125,000
715. 000
188,000
145.000
20.000
1.898. 000
140.000
2,038,000

103.788
958
55,182
3.328
2.379
10.166
7.213
2,028
161.381
28.381
20.959
6,087
780
1,592

95.160

2.500
1,499.006
1.905.727
6.402

388.444
300.000
2.503
83.060
70,630
844.637

56.263
4.000
12.000
8.500
4.500
4,400
179,800
31.450
23.600
9.700
700
1,825
100
2.700
2.811
1.512.691
1.947.500
90.500

385.000
320.000
5.000
125,000
35.000
870.000
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TOTAL EXPENDITURES

ACTUAL 1973-74

EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Sec' v. & Clerical Sal.
Student Salaries
Supplies & Exoense
Travel-Team
-Recruiting
-Scouting
Equfoment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Game Officials Exoense
Guarantees Paid
Movies
Tournament
Total Exoenditures

288.171

37.826
203.402
116.646
8.591
50.154
487.289
84.884
145.530
32.420
44.093
1.499.006

BUDGET 1974-75
310.567
10.600
9.554
19.100
25.300
174.950
98.800
7.500
54.300
451.120
96.500
177. 550
31. 850
45.000
1.512. 691

BASKETBALL
REVENUES
Ticket Sales
Radio & Television
Prog. Sales & Advertisin2
Concessions
Guarantees Received
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
,_
Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
,_
Supplies & Exoense
- Travel-Team
-Recruiting
-Scouting
,_
Eouipment
,_ Grants-in Aid to Athletes
,_ Game Officials Exoense
- Guarantees Paid
_Movies
- Tournament
:::::::-Total Exoenditures

-

422.918

5.500
428.418
45.125

tt

300
50.445
30.143
5.617
5.489
39.897
42.914
12.700
6.077
44.093
282.800

450.000
15.000
6.000
6.000
5.000
482.000
55.650
3.600
350
38.000
27.000
4.000
4.500
45.000
45.000
12.000
6.000
45.000
286.100

FOOTBALL

-Sfil'ENUES
,___Ticket Sales
:adio & Television
Crag. Sales & Advertisin2
1~ncessions
Guarantees Received

204.001

171-440

260.000
130.000
2.000
14.000
140.000

- is -

FOOTBALL (cont.)
REVENUES (cont.)
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Student Salaries
Supplies & Exoense
Travel-Team
-Recruitin2
-Scouting
Equipment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Guarantees Paid
Movies
Game EXPense
Total Exoenditures

ACTUAL 1973-74

BUDGET 1974-75

375.441

546,000

133.090

149.450
17,500
3.400
60,000
57.000
3.500
27,000
235.000
155,000
18.000
44.000
769,850

15.479
56.348
72.251
2.974
23.579
250,022
127.739
22.623
33.978
738.083

BASEBALL
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Gr ad. Asst. Salaries
Supolies & Exnense
Travel-Team
-Recruitin2
Eauioment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Game Officials Exoense
Guarantees Paid
Tot al Expenditures

668
7.648
3.390
6,274
27.040
3.177
3.575
65.202

13.430
900
200
7,000
2.500
4.000
28,100
3.500
3,000
62.630

3.790
199
7 .860
370
1.200
14.860
28.279

4.012
200
5.500
800
1.400
14,450
26.362

6.830

7.240
900
200
7.000
1.400

13.430

GOLF
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Suoolies & Exoense
,_
Travel-Team
-Recruitin2
Eauioment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
- Total Exnenditures
,_

-

GYMNASTICS

EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
- Grad. Asst. Salaries
,_
Suoolies & EXPense
Travel-Team
-Recruitin2

92

9.123
647

-

GYMNASTICS (cont.)
EXPENDITURES (cont.)
Equipment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Game Officials Exnense
Guarantees Paid
Total Exnenditures

ACTUAL 1973-74

1.685
18.793
726
37.896

BUDGET 1974-75

1,900
17.800
1,400
1,200
39.040

SKIING
EXPEND I TURES
Coaches Salaries
Supplies & Expense
Travel-Team
-Recruit in~
Eouipment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Total Exnenditures

2.100
597
5.156

7.853

2.270
300
3.500
400
300
1.000
7.770

SWIMMING
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Supplies & Exoense
Travel-Team
-Recruitin2
Egui:ement
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Guarantees Paid
Total Exnenditures

5.580
200
13.311
2.409
1.427
21.891
756
45.574

5.905
900
200
7,000
1.400
1.200
17.800
800
35.205

TENNIS

-

EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Supolies & Exoense
Travel-Team
-Recruitinsz
Eouioment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Guarantees Paid
Total Exnenditures

23.864

2.310
200
3.650
800
2.200
14.450
1,650
25.260

16.470

16.470

525
16.415

10 .500

2.140
344
4.275
943
2.377
13.785

TRACK
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Supplies & EXDense
Travel-Team

2.soo
200

16 -
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TRACK (cont.)
EXPENDITURES (cont.)
Travel-Recruiting
Equipment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Game Officials Exoense
Guarantees Paid
Total Expenditures

ACTUAL 1973-74
3.634
4.028
62.797
2.815
106.684

BUDGET 1974-75
5.100
6.000
36,100
2.600
3,000
82.470

WRESTLING
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Supplies & Expense
Travel-Team
-Recruitin2
Equipment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Guarantees Paid
Game Expense
Total Expenditures

7.400
208
8.963
1.468
1.308
17.252
760
1.274
38.633

6.575
900
200
7.000
1.400
1.800
17.800
900
1.850
38.425

MEN'S ATHLETICS
REVENUES
Ticket Sales
Radio & Television
Prog. Sales & Advertising
Concessions
Guarantees Received
Total Revenue
EXPENDITURES
. Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
,_ Student Salaries
Supolies & Exoense
,_ Travel-Team
-Recruiting
-Scouting
Equipment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
·,_ Game Officials Expense
, _ Guarantees Paid
,_
Movies
, __ Lobo Tournament
,_ Total Exnenditures
-

~

~-

-

626.919
123.949
15.000
176.940
942.808
235.955
18.612
179.544
115.255
8.591
47.367
466.337
84.884
145.530
28.700
44.093
L 374. 868

710.000
145.000
8.000
20.000
145,000
1. 028. 000
263.312
9.700
17.500
5.450
149.150
97.800
7.500
50.300
427.500
96.500
177.550
25.850
45.000
1.373.112
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WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Grad. Asst. Salaries
Sec'y. & Clerical Sal.
Supplies & Expense
Travel-Team
Equipment
Grants-in Aid to Athletes
Total Expenditures

ACTUAL 1973-74
11.399

BUDGET 1974-75
1 a. 1 ? c;

680

3.180
1,900
17.836
1,038
5,000
35,273

22 c;oo

2,000
9.120
51,225

BAND
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Sec'y. & Clerical Sal.
Student Salaries
Supplies & Expense
Travel-Team
-Recruiting
Equipment
Scholarships
Total Expenditures

13.600
2,380
6.022
1.391
1. 749
15,952
41,094

7.200
300
1,600
2,450
6.800
1.000
2,000
14.500
35.850

22.050
5,167
16.834
3,720
47.771

24.930
6,074
15,500
6.000
52,504

SPORTS INFORMATION
EXPENDITURES
Coaches Salaries
Sec'y. & Clerical Sal.
Supplies & Exnense
Promotion
Total Exnenditures
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Activities of the Athletic Council During Fiscal Year 1973-1974
The duties and functions of the Athletic Council are described on page 25 of
the Faculty Handbook.

Its responsibilities are further defined in the "State-

ment of Responsibility" appearing on Page 125 of the Faculty Handbook.

Over the past several years the Athletic Council has taken an active role in
the development and supervision of the intercollegiate athletic program at the
University of New Mexico.

In the past year it has been involved in the selec-

tion of new football, tennis and swinnning coache.s and has supported increased
funding for the women's intercollegiate athletic program.

The expansion in the women's intercollegiate athletic program is evident from
the numbers appearing in the following table:
Budget

Academic Year

Grants in Aid

1972-73

0

9,350

1973-74

8

38,889

1974-75

20

51,225

1975-76

72 (requested)

250,320 (requested)

The Council has also been called upon to participate in the settlement of a variety of disputes involving student athletes and their respective coaches.

For

the first time the Council has participated during the early planning stages
in the development of the budget for the Department of Intercollegiate Athletes.

In a effort to clarify the duties and responsibilities of the Athletic Council

-2 0
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,
and to insure continued involvement by the Council in the intercollegiate athletic program, the Council has prepared and submitted to the Policy CoDDittee
suggested changes in the Faculty Handbook statement of duties and responsibilities.

The statement of duties and responsibilities as revised by the Council

is attached to this report and identified as Appendix A.

The Athletic Council is continuing efforts initiated last year to develop an
evaluation form for use in the evaluation of coaches and staff in the Department
of Intercollegiate Athletics.

This evaluation form will be introduced this year

to meet the requirement listed in paragraph 6 on page 125.

-
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APPENDIX A
Athletic Council (See also pages l24B and 125 for "Statement of Responsibility")

The chief duties and functions of the Athletic Council ·are to formulate
and maintain general policies pertaining to intercollegiate athletics
including but not limited to the following:
athletes; (b)

(a)

medical care of student

academic counseling of student athletes; (c)

athletic events; (d) ticket distribution and sales; (e)
awards.

scheduling of

athletic letters and

In formulating policy the Athletic Council of the University of New

Mexico shall (a)

maintain a position in favor of high scholastic standards

for intercollegiate athletes; (b)

maintain the con~pt of the intercollegiate

athlete as an amateur competitor. a bona fide student pursuing a degree program.
The duties of the Athletic Council are further specifically defined:

(a)

to tra~amit to the Faculty a report to include information on gratuitous
awards. employment given to athletes (baaed on information compiled by the
Student Affairs Division). the athletic budget, and other matters worthy of
attention; {b) to certify eligibility of all athletes who participa te in
intercollegiate competition; (c)

to advise the Director of Student Aida (who

administers the grant-in-aid program for athletes) in such cases where financial
aid to an athlete should be discontinued because of scholastic or disciplinary
difficulties; (d)

to annually review all schedules for conformity to the

Athletic Council policy on the scheduling of Athletic events;

(e)

to approve

all recommendations for letter and other non-pecuniary awards f or intercollegiat e
athletic competition; (f)

to advise with the Adminietration when a Direct or

of Athletics, an Athletic Coach or member of the Athletic Department medical
!,taff is to be employed or dismissed; (g)

to advise wi th the Administration

!hen a long-term contract (more than two years ) is to be extended or renewed;

1);1~

-

(h)
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to advise with the Ar\ministration when the physical facilities of the

University of New Mexico Athletic Department are to be significantly altered
or expanded; (1) to advise with the Administration in the preparation of all
athletic budgets; (j)

to review annually the general policies of the Athletic

Council and the "UNM Athletic Council Statement of Responsibility"; (k)

to

review the "staff evaluation" specified in Paragraph 6 of the "UNM Athletic
Council Statement of Responsibility" on page 125 of the Faculty Handbook.

(Six faculty members, including chairman, nomina~~ by the Policy
Committee from at least four colleges; three undergraduate student
members, one graduate student member, and one alumni member; also
the Director of Athletics and the Director of Women's Intercollegiate
Sports, ex officio)

~
~
~
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UNK LOBO CLUB

('V')

N

Statements of Revenues, Expendltures
and Chang.,, in Unrestricted Fund Balance
Years ended May_ll, 1974 and 197)

197_4

~

llevenues:
Fund drive (actual net of pledges written off of $10,738.50
in 1974 a:,d $17,609.50 in 197))
Contributi~~s - other
Interest eJr:,ed
Miscellaneous sales and coc,missions
COllll!lission on Convention Center O?ening
Colf tournament, net of expenses of $6,5)9.86 in 1974 and
$5,817.92 in 1973
Varsi:;· - al;..-.,i football ga:ne (loss), net of $3,419.51
expe:aes
Other
Total revenues

Expenditures:
Administrative:
Aud it
Auto expense
Dues and su~scriptions
Executive director . benefits
Dinners - guests
Insurance
Meeting expense
Payroll taxes
Postage
Printing and supplies
Public relations and promotion
Salaries:
Executive director
Office
Telephone
Travel
Club development
Kiscellaneous

Budget

Actual
under
(over)
budget

$184,930.50

200,000.00

1S,0',9. SO

2,797.48
)29. 7 S

3,000.00
1,000.00

202.S2
670.25

3,860.14

7,500.00

3,639.85

12.21.
191,930.09

-

211,500.00

777.40
203. iO
60.00
3,521.18
5,845.70
185.00
1,978.14
534.67
4,702 . 05
4,654.66
4,564.36

6SO.OO
200.00
i"S.00
1,600.00
4,000.00
80.00
1,600.00
421.00
4,000.00
3,450.00
4,000.00

14,000 . 04
7,200.00
669.46
1,343.76

14,000. 00
7,200.00
645.00
800.00
500.00
500.00

338. 19

~!21 ~Z§, JL

!!J,

z;n. og

p2. 22)
l9,SFi9.9l

(127.40)
(3. iO)

15.00
(1,921.18)
(1,845.70)
(105.00)
(378. 14)
(113.67)
(702.03)
(1,204.66)
(564. 36)

-

(. 04)

(24. 46)
(54). 76)
500.00
161.81
,~,Bll.....1.1)

1973
~

lf-9,'~7.5')
1s,ocs.19
3,051.48
962.97
1,67).26
5,340.06
c2,s:2.05)
2. ~-.)
1.ll..4)1.0i

374.40
195.32
75.CO
1,573.26
4,879.57
185.00
1,575. L3
393.84
3,8)).0.:+
3,684.72
6,711.02
12,800.00
6,403.36
645.36
850. 51
565.76
292.38
~ ~. Q l;l,

JZ

(Con C Ln ued)
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UNM LOBO

CLUB

Statements of Revenues, Expenditures
and Changes in Unrestricted Fund Balance, Continued

,;j'

N

1974

~

Expenditures, continued:
Fund drive:
Incentives
Meeting expense
Membership benefits·
Printing and supplies
Salaries - temporary

~-~

$

UNM benefits:
Awards and gifts
Ba'.'\d O!Xpense
Football stadium bleachers
Scholarship fund
= -- Tutoring- . . _..
- ·
Season ticket purchases
Parking purchases:
Football
Baskatball

Sae accompanying notes to financial atatementa.

1,000.00
1,350.00
11,000.00
2,900.00
2,500.00
18,750 . 00

103.68
655.20
(2,769.86)
1,078.10
608. 95
(323.93)

13,124.29

9,400.00

(3,724.29)

' 12,835.00

10,689.00

4,282.50
1 1 088. so
119,630.29
189,282.53
2.647.56

6,033.00
5,700 . 00
31,822.00
94,29 3. 00
117,207.00

16a090_.6_5

16,090.65

J~,7J8,Z1

133,297.65

82,300 . 00

Fund balance (deficit) at beginning of yea_r

*Not budgeted

896.32
694.80
13,769.86
1,821.90
1 1 a•n.os
19.07).-2]

-

Total expenditures
Excess of revenues over expenditures

Fund balance at end of year

Budget

$

Actual
under
(over)
budget

(82,300.00)*
(2,146.00)
1,750.50
~SO)

~8i,S :J 3 . Z9)
~91.,939 . 53)
114,559.44

•
1973
~

735.99
1,356.20
15,971.70
2,93!+.16
2,924 . 73
_n_.•n2. 1~
10,686.75
300.00
3,636.67
86,496.28
4,000.00
10,689.50
6,032.50
5,",8).00
127,52.'.. .71
196,!.85.86
H,,965.16
{874. 51)

U4,252.44

....l§,,090, 6;.i
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THE UNIVERSITY CJF NEW MEXICO

DATE,

ro,

Mr. John Durrie, University Secretary

FROM:

Bernard Spolsky, Dean of the Graduate

suaJECT:

Proposed Santa Fe Graduate Center

January 24, 1975

I enclose a copy of the proposal approved by the Graduate Committee
and request that this be placed as an item on the agenda of the next
faculty meeting. I also enclose notes on the proposal which might
usefully be distributed to the faculty with the agenda.

s/k
enc .

,, '

-
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Revision
1/16/75

PROPOSED SANTA FE GRADUATE CENTER
It is proposed that the University of New Mexico establish at Santa Fe
a Graduate Center. The Santa Fe Graduate Center, following the model
of the Los Alamos Graduate Center, would offer graduate study for resident credit. The proposal responds to an expression of interest by
various governmental agencies in Santa Fe, and a survey carried out
by two members of the staff of the State Personnel Office. Basic recommendations are to establish a Center with residence status, to offer
courses applicable to the Master 's degree in such areas as Public Administration, Business Administration, Educational Administration,
Guidance and Counseling, and Engineering, with new areas to be added as
demand grows. Each such program would require the approval of the
Graduate Committee. Classes would be offered in the late afternoon
and evening and on weekends, using facilities of the state government
and local schools.
The Santa Fe Graduate Center, like the one at Los Alamos, would be selfsupporting, being funded from tuition and through contracts with appropriate agencies. Although some of the instructional staff might be
recruited locally, regular University faculty would be given priority.
Courses taught at these graduate centers are counted as part of the
regular workload of the faculty member, with additional dislocation
salary and expenses paid for such work. Faculty time released by the
department or unit shall be reimbursable under the contract and corresponding funds made available to the department or unit for additional
temporary faculty as needed for on-campus instruction.
The organizational pattern would be similar to that at Los Alamos. A
Director of the center would be appointed by and report to the Dean of
the Graduate School. courses would be offered only with the consent
of the department responsible; all faculty would need approval i? the
normal way. In each general subject area, there would be a? Advisory
Committee consisting of at least three UNM faculty members in the a:ea.
One representative from each of the participating departments or un~t~,
the Director of the Center the Dean of the Graduate School and a linu.ted
number of local representa~ives would constitute the Advisory Council
of the Center.

****

Approved by the Graduate Committee January 16, 1 975 •

1/23/75
NOTES ON THE PROPOSAL FOR A SANTA FE GRADUATE CENTER
Early in 1973 the State Personnel Office began t6 explore the possibility
of the University of New Mexico establishing a graduate residence center
in Santa Fe. In September, 1973, the Office carried out a survey to
find out the extent of demand for such a center. They asked all state
employees in the merit system who lived and worked in Santa Fe and who
had completed at least four years of college whether they would be
interested in studying for a graduate degree if it were to be offered
in Santa Fe; there were over 200 positive responses. At the moment,
there is very little graduate education available in Santa Fe. St. John's
College offers a surrnner program leading to the M.A., but only in humanities.
The University of New Mexico's Los Alamos Graduate Center is geared to
the needs of the staff of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories.
Commuting to Highlands or UNM is extremely difficult. UNM offered some
courses at the College of Santa Fe in the summer of 1969 and 1970, but
the experiment was abandoned. At the moment, the University offers
several graduate courses through Extension in Santa Fe, but only six
hours in extension may be used towards a graduate degree.
The study conducted by the State Personnel Office shows that there is
a high potential of student demand. In addition to the group surveyed,
there is likely to be interest from teachers in the area, state employees
not in the merit system, federal employees and the general public.
Discussions leading towards the present proposal started at UNM in the
summer of 1974. Members of the Central Administration and of departments likely to be involved considered the issue on a number of occasions.
It was finally decided to look into the possibility of establishing a
graduate center modeled on the existing UNM Los Alamos Graduate Center.
The present proposal was developed by the Graduate Committee in consultation with a number of departments. At present, the principal ~upport
comes from the School of-Business & Administrative Sciences, the Division
of Public Administration the Department of Educational Administration,
the Department of Politi~al Science, the Department of Civil Engineering,
and the Department of Guidance and Counseling.
The proposal is intended to set out the conditions that the Graduate
Com=~tt
· sue h a center to assure the possibility
··~·~ ee believes must be met in
of good graduate education. Discussions are continuing with the State
Personnel Office on possible financial support for such a center.
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